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r before add/drops began Thursday, 
were already gathered in the U n ion 
awaiting a chance to modify, l ighten or 
MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor 
untangle their spring semester schedules. Some, 
such as the student in front, put th .e waiting time to 
good use. 
d/drop wait pays beliefits 
o who 'camp out' rewarded with classess they needed 
or 
people are just gluttons for punishment, 
y those that confuse waiting to get into 
ps with waiting for Springsteen tickets to 
e. 
mores Eric Platou and John Stein went to 
out" to be first to get into the add/ drops 
1 1 :45 a.m. Tuesday but were kicked out of 
iversity Union· only to return at 6 a . m .  
.they waited outside until the doors opened 
the wait was far from over. Once inside the 
, they had to wait until 1 p .m. for the doors 
drops to open. 
t seven in the morning I was sixth in line , "  
u said . "There was a guy ahead of u s  that 
been there since five in the morning with 
ets and everything. ' '  
in said h e  waited outside to get first in line 
se it was a " must situation . "  
·n, a speech and j ournalism major,  said he 
get all of his requested classes or he will not 
uate in four years. 
"I was first in line for the speech table and it 
wasn't 20 seconds before there was a whole line of 
people behind me, "  Stein said . " It was really a do 
or die  situation for me to get all of my classes . "  
Assistant Registration Director Dave Sardella 
said scheduling went " pretty well . 
" Students seem to have full loads now , "  he 
said . "Now they're looking for the good times . "  
Sardella could not give an exact figure for the 
number of students who participated in add/drops 
Wednesday and Thursday but speculated that 
there were " hundreds. "  
Both Platou and Stein echoed what other 
students were saying: add/drops should not be 
held on a class day. 
" Since we start classes on Wednesday, they 
should have add/drops on Monday to give us a 
couple of days to do it , ' '  Platou said . 
Sardella couldn't  say whether add/drops goes 
smoother on class days or not . " It' s. the old 
calender thing, "  he said . " It 's  worked both 
ways . "  
Add/drops will continue from 1 -3 : 30 p . m .  
Friday i n  the Union Ballroom . 
A passes 'Holocaust' seminar 
for honors students that had 
y been voted down , entitled "The 
ust; ' '  was approved during the Council on 
'c Affairs meeting Thursday. 
CAA overturned their original decision, 
way for the course to be offered during the 
week intersession of summer school beginning 
ay. 
e Holocaust" was voted down by the council 
mber, but has since been restructured. The 
ctured course passed by a 9-1 vote. 
dent CAA member Anthony Brunsvold cast the 
vote opposing the senior seminar. Brunsvold 
he felt the amount of material covered in the 
• as. indicated in the course outline, was not 
'ent enough to warrant the awarding of four 
hours. 
e Holocaust" examines the effects on in­
and nations due to the systematic 
destruction of European Jews by the Nazis from 1 933 
to 1 945 . 
When first proposed, the course was to be taught 
over two summer school sessions, dividing the credit 
hours equally between the two . At that time, several 
council members disapproved, fearing the possibility 
of a student receiveing two credit hours without 
completing the course. 
However,  Herb Lasky, director of the honors 
program, told the council that the credit h.ours were 
divided between the two sessions for reasons of 
clarity on a student 's  transcripts . 
That disapproval by some council members 
prompted a tie vote and the course failed to get CAA 
approval . That vote, however, was rescinded later by 
the council after the course was restructured in order 
to be offered, in entirety, over one session . of summer 
school. 
Also at the meeting, initial steps were brought out 
as to how Eastern plans to deal with one aspect of a 
(See CAA, page 7 A) 
Parking. plan 
OK'd; willbe 
in use 'soon' 
Lights needn't be left on 
By PAMELA LILL 
Government editor 
· Pla_ns for the 15-minute parking spaces have been 
finalized and signs for the new spaces will go up as 
"soon as the grounds people can plft them in," 
Campus Police Chief Tom Larson said Thursday. 
However, because of some reservations about 
requiring students to leave their car lights on, that 
. part of the plan has been eliminated. 
Larson said Monday that 15-minute parking plan 
was not ready to be implemented because he wanted 
to discuss certain parts of the policy with Housing 
Director Lou Hencken and Student Body President· 
Floyd Akins. 
Larson said he had "difficulty with the concept of 
leaving the parking lights on" because if a student 
found after using one of the spaces that his battery 
was dead, the university could perhaps be held liable. 
After meeting with Hencken and Akins, Larson 
said they· decided it would "not be in the best in­
terests of the university or the students" to require 
parking lights be left on. 
Akins presented the proposal to the Residence Hall 
Association last . December for approval after 
Hencken and Larson approved the idea. 
Although Larson had earlier said that enforcing 
15-minute parking might also be a problem, Akins 
said Thursday that the spaces will be "carefully 
monitored" and that he didn't feel "anybody is 
going to abuse the privilege. "  
Larson added that h aving the parking lights left on 
"really wouldn't  help us any more in monitoring. "  
I n  addition ,  having to leave the parking lights on 
"could cause damage to someone' s-vehicle , "  Larson 
said . 
The 15-minute spots will be located " as con­
veniently to the front doors (of residence halls) as 
possible, "  Larson said . 
Signs will be put up by Carman Hall , the Triad, in 
front of Stevenson and four on the south end for 
Andrews, Lawson , Taylor and Thomas ,  he said. A 
parking space· already exists for Pemberton· Hall , 
Larson added. 
Although some RHA members voted against the 
plan last December because they thought it would 
reduce the number of spaces available to students 
living in residence halls , Akins said the 1 5-minute 
parking will only exist where spaces were unreserved. 
The new 1 5-minute spaces are on a " trial-basis" 
this semester, Akins said . " I f  it gets abused, they' ll 
(students) lose it , "  he added. 
Inside 
Scales of justice 
Whether it's a fad, an obsession, or just a 
healthy habit, dieting is one of Eastern's, er, 
'heaviest' pasttimes. Read all about it in the 
Verge. 
see second section 
Rock 'n ' roll 
University Board is bringing the hard-hitting 
John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band to 
Lantz gymnasium for an 8 p.m. performance on 
Jan . 24. 
seepage3 
AMCUopener 
Eastem's men's basketball team will open its 
1 986 AMCU-8 schedule Saturday with a road 
contest at Northern Iowa. 
aeepage12 
2A Friday, January t 0, t 986 
J\ssoclated Press ' 
State/Nation/World 
Shuttle plans still up in the air 
U.S. sees 'end of road' in Libya; 
Shultz hints at military action 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.-Engineers removed a 
pencil-size sensor from a stuck valve Thursday and NASA 
said it will try for a seventh time Friday to launch the 
remodeled space shuttle Columbia on its first flight in mQre 
than two years. 
The launch bas been postponed six times since Dec. 18 
and, with rain and clouds forecast for Friday morning, it 
could be a record seven delays for the shuttle program. 
"We are optimistic we will be able to find a hole (in the 
clouds)," said NASA spokesman Hugh Harris. The launch 
period extends from 6:55 a.m. to 9:33 a.m. EST. 
Hopes of launching on Thursday were dashed before the 
countdown could start when technicians found a valve stuck 
open in a feul line in one of Columbia's three main engines. 
Study says AIDS hurts economy 
CHICAGO-The nation's first 10,000 cases of AIDS will 
cost more than $6.3 billion in hospital fees and lost income, 
says a study believed to be the first to estimate economic 
impact of the deadly disease. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Secretary of State 
George P. Shultz said Thursday that the United 
States is near the "erid of'the road" in applying 
economic pressure on Libya and would consider 
using force, if necessary, to counter terrorism. 
Libyan leader Col. Moammar Khadafy, 
meanwhile, ridiculed President Reagan as a 
"useless actor" and attacked the United States as 
"stinking" and "rotten," saying he will do 
whatever he can to end the U.S. military presence 
in the Mediterranean. 
"We are preparing to use the means that will 
be effective and are necessary,'' Shultz said at a 
news conference dominated by the escalating 
U.S. effort to tame Khadafy. 
"Force may not be the best means, but it may 
be necessary," he said. 
Shultz announced, meanwhile, that he was 
sending his deputy, John C. Whitehead, to 
Europe to try to persuade U.S. allies to support 
the American campaign to -isolate 
economically. 
With rising emotion, he suggested that 
Europeans, who have been dragging their 
should look at the photograph� of the mayh 
the Rome and Vienna airports after terr 
struck at the check-in counters of El Al, 
Israeli airline, and other carriers. 
"Other countries should take a good l 
good hard look,'' Shultz said. 
Khadafy, at a news conference Thur 
Tripoli, said economic sanctions will ha 
effect on his nation. He scoffed at the 
position as "silly and emotional . .  .looked 
upon by the international community." 
Refusing to give up hope of support fro 
allies, Shultz said "people's thinking is m 
it's dynamic." He said Whitehead, a former 
York investment banker, would explain the 
view and be "as persuasive as he can." 
Researchers were. not trying "to put a dollar figure on a 
life, which seems kind of heartless, but (to show) that this is 
a loss that everybody shares," said public health specialist 
Ann M. Hardy of the national Centers for Disease Control 
in Atlanta. 
Reagan calls for budget overhaul 
"It's not just these health-care costs that are important, 
but we're losing people in the prime of their lives," Hardy, 
who led the study, said in a telephone interview Wednesday. 
Toxic-shock risk the lesser evil? 
CHICAGO-Using an over-the-counter contraceptive 
sponge linked to toxic-shock syndrome may be less 
dangerous than ·not using it because other contraceptive 
methods and pregnancy also pose risks, a public-health 
physician says. 
"Withdrawal of the sponge from the market or non-use 
by consumers is not warranted by the available data," said 
Dr. Arthur L. Reingold of the national Center for Disease 
Control in Atlanta.� 
"Women need to be aware of the risks and benefits 
associated with the various forms of contraception ... and 
then make an informed choice," he said in an editorial 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan, 
who has been frustrated by the government's 
budget-writing process since coming to 
Washington five years ago, will ask Congress in 
his State of the Union address to put its 
economic house in order, administration of­
ficials said Thursday. 
The officials, speaking on the condition they 
not be identified, said Reagan will use the Jan. 28 
speech to present his vision not just for 1986 but 
for the closing years of the century and spell out 
what he believes still needs to be done. 
Completing work on an overhaul of the in­
come tax system, which the president proposed 
in last year's State of the Union address, will be a 
top priority, the sources said. , 
But they said Reagan also wants to tell 
Congress that the complex budget-writing 
DEPRESSED 
YOU SAY THERE•s NO CUTIE 
THAT CALLS YOU A BEAUTY! 
NO ONE TO CALL YOU THEIR OWN7 
.PA.II 
1.0UllGE 
· WEU YOU'VE GOT ONE LAST RUB, 
A JIMMY JOHN'S SUB! 
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Eastern News 
process it adopted more than a decade ago 
be redrawn if the government is to keep its 
promise of balancing the budget by 1991. 
One administration official described 
current process as "a shambles" and 
Reagan is tired of trying to work wit · 
constraints. 
The president has tried unsuccessfully t 
approval of a constitutional amendme 
prohibit the government from spending 
than it takes in and a measure 'that would gi 
president the power to veto individual s 
items in appropriations bills without ha · 
veto the entire bill. 
The sources said the White House 
office and top Reagan aides are search· 
new ideas for overhauling the existing 
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you'll spend all wee 
Run. Climb. Rappel. Navigate. Lead. 
And develop the confidence and 
skills you won't get from a textbook. 
Enroll in Army ROTC 
as one of your electives. Get the facts · 
today. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Add ROTC to your s·chedule 
Any questions contact 
Captain Miller at 581-5944 
ARMY· RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORP 
n Cafferty1 
rformance 
t for Jan. 24 
-hitting rock-n-roll of John Cafferty and 
Brown Band will fill Lantz Gym at 8 p . m .  
opening act fo r  the band will be " Flash 
�· 
Brinker, assistant director of student ac-
, said the University Board concert committee 
ed into several bands that would be available 
orm on that date and also fit the concert 
er said the concert committee started the 
for an early spring semester performance last 
ber. 
e Shaw, administrative assistant to the concert 
'ttee, said the William Morris agency, Caf­
agent, contacted the UB in December, ex­
an interest to perform at Eastern . 
said the cost o f  the performance will be 
plus $1,000 for the opening act . 
ood ballpark figure" for the total cost of the 
, including advertisirib :mel labor, is around 
,Shaw said . 
er said , "We wanted a band that would 
to the students . "  
ng for the Beaver Brown Band i s  Flash 
a relatively unknown group . 
ever, Shaw said, "The William Morris agency 
'grandad' of the agencies.  I would not think 
uld get a band that was just sprouting. ' '  
use of the popularity o f  the Beaver Brown · 
both Brinker and Shaw are optimistic for a 
rnout. , 
Lantz's  seating capacity is 5 ,200, Brinker 
like to see a crowd of atleast 2 ,500 to 3 ,000. 
would be pretty pleased, "  she said . 
w said, " I  expect to do real well . We' re not 
g to make money, but just to break even . ' '  
er added that the band had a recent album 
ed "Tough All Over , "  which will probably 
'ng in some fans . 
n Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band is 
ly best known for their platinum album for 
vie " Eddie and the Cruisers . ' '  
·r new album contains such hits as "Tough All 
. , "C-I-T-Y, " and "Small Town Girl . " 
fferty also did a cut from the " Rocky IV" 
track called, " H earts on Fire, "  which will be 
in January. 
ets are $6 with a student ID and $8 for the 
c. Students must also present their ID with the 
to get into the concert . 
kets went on sale Thursday at the Union ticket 
and will be on sale between 9 a . m .  and 3 p .m.  
ets are also available at  Mazuma Records,  
Sixth St . ,  and Mr. Music in Mattoon. 
w said any student interested in helping 
te the concert should call the Student Ac­
Office at 5 8 1 -3 829 . 
redit no-credit 
eadline Friday 
The application deadline for taking a class 
it/no credit is Friday, according to 
'stration Director Mike Taylor. 
Taylor said students can stop by and pick up 
cards outside of the, RegistratiQn Office, 
ted in the south basement of McAf ee 
nasium . 
Credit/no credit was passed by the Council on 
demic Affairs in 1 983 and was first used for 
e summer 1 985 session: 
Students receive credit if they earn an A, B or 
in the class . Students receive no credit if _they 
aD or F.  
Courses excluded from the credit/no credit 
tion are university requirements, required 
rofessional education courses , senior seminars 
d courses which apply to the student's major .  
Friday,)anuary 10, 1986 
Rites of spring 
Karen Ream , left ,  Helen Simon , center, and Lisa 
Skul wait in the add/drop line Thursday. Several 
3A 
hundred students braved the l ines in an attempt to 
find options for their scheduled classes. 
AB approves money for Players trip 
By BILL DENNIS 
· Staff writer 
The Apportionment Board on Thursday gave 
$ 1 ,038 to the Players, Eastern' s  acting group , to 
compete at the American College Theater Festival at 
Northern Illinois University . 
Theater instructor J. Sain said he was pleased with 
. the amount, although it is $404 .50 less than the 
$ 1 ,442.50 originally requested . 
" I  think that ' s  great , "  Sain said when contacted 
after the meeting. "The AB has always been very fair 
to us . "  ' 
The cut included $304 . 50 from the $654. 50 
requested for food and $ 1 00  requested for gasoline . 
Instead, the board decided to give the Players $3 50 
for food , $10 for each student per day. The seven 
Players will be in DeKalb for five days for the 
competition. 
Bill Clark,  AB advisor and Union area head , 
warned members about setting a specific amount for 
items,  including food, because other school 
organizations would expect the same amount when 
they make their requests· for funding. 
" As we go into the budgeting periQd, we are going 
to have to treat equals as equals , "  Clark said. " I f we 
are willing to give (the Players) $ 1 0, other 
organizations will expect the same. "  , 
Board chairman Ann Hasara said groups that are 
asking for money to compete for the school should 
receive more consideration than groups 'frave'ling for 
other reasons . Clark agreed with Hasara. 
" You also have to realize that when student 
government or the University Board (travels) they are 
on a retreat or are going to a convention, "  Clark 
said. "These people (Players) are going to a com­
petition. They are not a club . "  
Also, the gasoline money was cut from the request 
because board members said that gasoline is included 
in the 20-cent-per-mile charge for the use of a vehicle 
from the motor pool . 
" The $100 for gas is not a great deal to me, "  he 
said . " I  was given wrong information at the motor 
pool . "  Sain said he was told that he would have to 
pay for gas in addition to the 20-cent-per-mile fee .  
Shopl ift ing hearing delayed further 
By LARRY SMITH 
Staff writer 
A preliminary heari'ng Thursday for Eastern 
basketball players Jerry Strickland and Cornelius 
" Jay" Taylor was granted another continuance until 
9 a .m.  Tuesday. 
Strickland, 1 9, and Taylor, 1 8 ,  were arrested and 
charged with retail theft Dec. 26 for allegedly stealing 
$ 1 5  worth of film from Wilb Walkers, 505 W .  
Lincoln Ave . 
Basketball Coach Rick Samuels suspended the pair 
from team trips to Hawaii and Northeast Louisiana, 
because he said they had indicated to him they did it. 
They both attend Eastern on full athletic 
scholarships and have been reinstated. 
Samuels posted bail for the two after he reached an 
agreement with their parents to be reimbursed . 
Taylor, a 6-foot-2 freshman from East Aurora, 
has played in eight games averaging 8 .4 points and 
3 . 5  rebounds a game. 
Strickland, a 6-foot-4 sophomore forward from 
Meridian· Mounds, has played in six games and 
averages 3 points and 1 .2 rebounds a game. 
Tra nsm itter i n stal lation n ear ing completion 
By MICHELLE MUELLER 
Activities editor 
The Radio-TV Center is getting closer to its goal of 
over-the-air television broadcasts . 
Construction workers are preparing to install a 
$226,370 television transmitter in room 1 26S of 
Buzzard Building, said John Beabout, Radio-TV 
Center director; 
The transmitter is scheduled to arrive in March, he 
said . 
Two air-conditioning units will also be installed to 
handle the heat generated by the transmitter, which 
will put out 50,000 watts of effective radiated power. 
Room 1 26S already contains the radio transmitter, 
which has been in place since the end of spring 
semester last year. Over-the-air radio b roadcasts 
began last July. 
Eventually, Beabout said, the room will serve as a 
master-control room for operation. A semi­
soundproof wall, now under construction, will 
reduce the noise and the heat created by the tran­
smitter. 
Beabout said having both transmitters in the same 
building as the station will be convenient. 
" In a· lot of instances the transmitter is iniles from 
the station , "  he said. 
Room 1 26S was chosen because it 's  close to the 
tower. A transmission feed line must run from the 
transmitter to the antenna on the tower. A long feed 
line loses signals more easily than a short one, 
Beabout said . 
Both the radio and television antennas are on the 
same tower and the transmitters are in the same 
room, which saves money, ·Beabout said . 
I 
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Cross view: Super Bowl,"w1n 
Although the Super Bowl Shuffle may 
have appeared a little premature, it looks 
like the Chicago Bears may well be on their 
. way to donning Super Bowl rings. 
· 
After a 1 5-1 regular season record and 
one playoff win under their belts the Bears 
will face the Los Angles Rams Sunday in the 
Editorial �econd game of their Super Bowl quest. 
It all began with the 
season's first game that produced a 38-28 
win over the Tampa Bay Buccaneers that 
saw quarterback Jim McMahon pass for his 
first two touchdowns of the season . 
· 
The Bears were unstoppable until Dec . 3 
when Miami gave the team its only season 
·loss on Monday night football . The 38-24 
loss crushed the team's hope to be the first 
undefeated National Football League team 
since the Dolphins finished with no losses in 
1972. 
However, Miami wasn't a total waste . 
During the game, running back Walter 
Payton became the first in NFL history to 
gain 1 c;>O yards rushing in eight straight 
games. 
The Bears'· clinched the NCF Central 
Division title when they routed the Dallas 
Cowboys 44-0 Nov . 1 7. 
The Bears' defense, which is rated 
number one in the NFL for the second 
consecutive year, is responsible for much 
of Chicago's success by holding many 
teams to very few yards . 
And no one will forget William 
"Refrigerator" Perry's rooki� year. He 
became an overnight success after cat­
ching a touchdown pass in front of millions 
of fans on Monday night footbafl. 
As evidence of the Bears' winning 
season, nine players have been named to 
the Pro Bowl including Payton, McMahon, 
tackle Jim Covert, strong safety Dave 
Duerson, middle linebacker Mike Singletary, 
defensive ends Richard Dent and Dan 
Hampton, outside linebacker Otis Wilson, 
and center Jay Hilgenberg . 
After the Bears' fantastic 1 985 season 
and the disappointing loss in the second 
round of playoff games last year, Chicago 
deserves a Super Bowl champion . 
Stereotypes are rampant on college campuses. 
Nerds, dumb jocks and socialites all are Qart of 
prejudices held by college students. But since I 've 
come to Texas Tech, I 've been bombarded with sly 
remarks about my dorm and how I 'm not a member of 
fraternity.  Apparently I ' m  not .member of the "in" 
crowd . 
I decided in February to go to Tech and sent my 
dorm application to Tech in March. I appl ied for 
Murdough , Weymouth and Coleman . I was bound to 
get one of the three. Little did I know come summer, 
when I got my dorm reservation, that I'd get to live in 
Sneed. 
From that day on, all I hear is jokes about "the 
dorm ghetto," better known as the Bledsoe, Gordon 
and Sneed residence halls. The verbal abuse started 
when I told my friends which dorm I was assigned to 
live in. My friends who were assigned to live in one of 
the more popular "in" dorms were not impressed 
with my living arrangements. "Sneed?. That place 
stinks, You got the worst dorm on campus,"  I was 
told. 
When I came to the Lubbock for the first week of 
school, many mixers were taking place. Eager to 
participate in the activities, I asked a girl to dance and 
she accepted. Later on, she found it important to 
know where I lived in Lubbock. Not realizing how 
quickly I was about to be stereotyped, I replied 
honestly that Sneed was my new home. That was 
the last I saw of that girl. 
The prejudice toward Bledose, Gordon and Sneed 
is uncalled for and typical of some stereotypes that 
float around Tech. 
The involvement _in fraternities and sororities is yet 
Brian Marczyns 
another status symbol considered necessary to 
part of the "in" crowd at Tech. 
Some fraternity members do riot care to s 
talking to a non-member. 
There are advantages of not being in a fraternity 
sorority which are overlooked. More time to yours 
not paying dues and freedom to do what you want 
a weekend all  are advantages non-members have. 
The same holds true for students l iving in Bledo 
Gordon and Sneed. Even though '31edose , Gor 
and Sneed are older dorms, they make up for it 
many other ways. The rooms may not be 
conditioned, but we have much more room 
pared to the sardine cans the "in" crowd l ives in. 
But most of all , the people at BGS make living in 
"gefto" a unique experience. The atmosphere Is 
as stuffy as the "in" dorms,  and there's never 
worry about what fraternity yu're in , what clot 
you're wearing or how much money you hav 
spend. · 
I'm hopeful that many of the students can d 
there biased opinions. If being a part of the ' 
crowd calls for me to have sterotypes l ike the 
don't need to be "in"-l'd just as soon be "out." 
- This column's author, Brian Marczynski, is a 
writer of the U niversity Daily of Texas Ti 
University, Lubbock, Texas. 
Eastern speaks: This week's question was asked by Michael Clark, photos were taken by Larry Peterson. 
How 'bout them Bears? 
Lisa Lindsey 
Psychology 
Sophomore 
They're great, and I love 
them!" 
John Lonergan 
Freshman 
Pre-business 
"Doing great." 
Lisa Zavada 
Freshman 
Sociology 
"I think they're g · 
win the Super Bowl. 
Dean Filandrinos 
Grad student 
Zoology 
"You're asking 
wrong person. 
M iami Dolphins fan.' 
Friday, January 10, 1986 SA 
I Street' s sudden drop 
ause for big concern 
es mean little compared to past gains 
¥ORK (AP)-The sudden 
e stock market Wednesday 
ay from record highs may 
some unsettling questions 
Street 's  high hopes for the 
utlook this year . 
sts in the financial world 
that the sell-off came as 
big surprise nor a cause for 
em, viewed in the per­
f how far and how fast stock 
in the last few months.  
• er the market soared in 
ks, they say, the more 
it became to any sort of 
tment like the abrupt rise in 
that touched off the 
ednesday. 
• ering the gains we've had, 
en up relatively little, "  said 
· der, a veteran of more than 
es as a market analyst for 
n & Co. " The market was 
ded." 
ident Reagan is �o con­
the Dow Jones in�mstrial 
• rise again, he's taking bets 
e House spokesman Larry 
• in Washington . 
ockmarket will go up and 
&bets on July 1 st-will it be 
wn from the present , "  
id. 
the Dow Jones indµstrial 
the oldest and best known 
.of stock price trends ,  fell 
ts Wednesday, it. nominally 
'' 
Considering the gains 
we've had, .we've given up 
relatively little. The market 
was very extended. 
-Newton Zinder 
E.F. Hutton market analyst 
-------'' 
broke the record for a single-day 
decline of 3 8 . 3 3  points set in the midst 
of the Great Crash of 1 929. 
But the two events were not even 
close to comparable on a· percentage 
basis.  Wednesday's  decline amounted 
to 2 . 5  percent of the average's value, 
while the Oct . 28,  1 929, drop was 1 2 . 8  
percent . 
In Thursday's trading, the Dow 
Jones industrials fell a further 8 . 3 8  
points t o  close a t  1 ,5 1 8 . 2 3 .  
From last Sept . 2 0  through 
Tuesday's close, the Dow had climbed 
267 . 76 points with scarcely a pause 
along the way. The drop on Wed­
nesday knocked out less than 1 5  
percent of that gain . 
From August of 1 982 to their recent 
highs, the market value of more than 
5 ,000 stocks increased from just over 
$1 trillion to more than $2 trillion, as 
measured by an index calculated by 
Wilshire Associates of Santa Monica. 
cert s�ated for Sunday 
est artist recital featuring 
prano Donna Bruno, a 1 979 
graduate, will be at 3 p . m. 
t Dvorak Concert Hall in the 
Fine Arts Center. 
instructor Robert E. Snyder 
no was asked to perform 
she is developing a reputation 
f the finest young singers in the 
tes. 
like to have our graduates 
k here and perform , "  Snyqer 
like to show other music 
that there is potential to make 
music business if they work 
't. 
a is a fine vocalist who has a 
' 
beautiful voice.  She is even in the 
process of trying out with Beverly Sills 
in New York City, and her career is 
also rising upwards , "  he said . 
The recital will consist of Poulenc ' s  
"Banalites , "  Bernstein ' s  "La bonne , "  
Granados' "Canciones Amatorias , "  
and songs b y  Purcell , Rossini and 
Schumann .  Bruno will be accompanied 
by music instructor Alan Aulabaugh . 
While Snyder was unsure of what 
type of turnout to expect, he said, " I  
suppose there will b e  a modest number 
of people to attend the recital . 
' 'At some recitals we may have 
around a hundred people attend to 
others with a couple hundred who 
attend, "  Snyder said. 
The recital is free and open to the 
public . 
n Board sets·_meeti ng dates 
's Union Board Thursday 
dates to review the Union' s 
budget. 
d will meet Jan. 22, 23 , 29, 
eb. 5 and 6. The Wednesday 
will be conducted from 5 to 7 
d Thursday meetings will be 
from 3 to 7 p . m .  
budget will be presented t o  
Verna Armstrong, vice president for 
finance and administration , for 
consideration.  
Union Board Chairman Bill  Clark 
s.aid part of the board' s  responsibility 
is to review the Union budget, make 
any recommendations and send it to 
Armstrong for.approval . 
ok library starts regular hours Friday; 
nts without books may still get them 
Textbook Library, located in 
end of Pemberton Hall , 
its regular hours Friday. 
Jar hours for the library are 
a.m. to 4:30 p .m . ,  Director 
Sandefer said. 
fer said students must present 
"dated ID or paid fee card to 
their books . 
ts are not required to i;ick up 
their books during the first week of 
classes , he said . They can be obtained 
anytime during the semester with the 
proper identification . 
In attempt to alleviate waiting in 
long lines , Sandefer said past years 
have shown the times with the least 
amount of traffic to be from 8 to 9 :30  
a . m .  and after 4 p .m.  
s 20 
UGLY .POUNDS! 
CUT OFF YOUR HEAD 
OR TRY MY SUBS INSTEAD. 
JIMMY JOHN'S 
GOURMET SUBS. 
''l'LL BRING 'EM TO YA'' 
345· t075 
CHECK OUT EASTERN'S TED 's ,/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER , 
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EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY BOARD PRESENTS 
· ·JOHN CAFFERTY & 
THE BEAVER BROWN BAND 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST FLASH KAHAN 
Friday, Jan. 24, 8100 PM 
Lantz Bldg. Eastern Ill. Univ." 
(RESERVED SEATING) 
* Looking for something you lost? * 
· Lost/Found ads run FREE for three days ·* For Information, Ca/1581-2814 * 
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All TIMES� ..... ........... -.� ..... .. ..-.::::::. • D'TOWN CHARLESTON 
They lived the 
adventure of a lifetime: 
Steven Spielberg presents 
S
YOUNG 
HERI.OCK 
-HOLMES 
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE IPc-u! 
FRl./SAT. NITE 7:00•9:·15 / SAT./SUN. MAT. 2 PM 
SUN. THRU THURS 7:30 ONLY 
Deep in the jungles ef Africa ... 
Richard Chamberlain 
. •-'·••ts 
,,.,... The adventure ef a lifetime 
CANNON RELEASING CORPORATION IPG·lll 
FRl./SAT. NITE 7:1CJ•9:10 I SAT./SUN. MAT. 2 PM 
SUN. THRU THURS 7:30 ONLY 
s1111:s 1.11<1: 11s 
- CHEVY CHASE · DAN A YKROYD IPG] 
FRl./SAT. NITE 5:05•7:05•9:05 / SAT./SUN. M#\T. 2:05 PM 
. SUN. THRU THURS. NITE 5:05 AND 7:05 
"THE FILM IS SCARY... A�c;: 
Clever special effects : ··· �f,f;,. E 
... Fast and ne..Ve- .-­
racking ... 
Startling!" 
Janet Maslin THE NEW YORK TIMES 
"FUN FOR 
HORROR 
FANS ... 
. Bits of satiric 
humor, scare 
effects and 
a surprise 
ending:' 
Archer Wmsten. NEW YORK POST 
ON ELM STREET·2 
FREDDY'S REVENGE 
"ROBERT SHAVE Production "A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREEt PART 2: FREDO rs REVENGE" Slarri[ll MARK PATTON • KIM MYERS 
ROBERT RUSLER ·Special Appearances by CW GU LAGER and HOPE LANGEiand ROBERT EllGY!llDaSfiif� 
..... �,.. ..,,. Written by DAVID CHASKJN • Produced by ROBERT SHAVE • Dit!ded by JACK SHOIDER R '"'::;;:'.:".:.: �1::0:.:::�. . FROM N. NEW LINE CINEMA © New line Cinema Carp. MCMUXXY 
FRl./SAT. NITE 5:10 • 7:10 • 9:10 
SUNDAY NITE 5:10 A.ND 7:10 
SAT. AND SUN. MATINEE 2:10 PM 
again ••• 
� TWENTIETH l!:!:!J CENTURY·FOX 
FRl./SAT. NITE 5:00•7:00•9:00 I SAT./SUN. MAT. 2:00 P 
SUN. THRU THURS. NITE 5:00 AND 7:00 
ST ARTS TONITE·! 
FRl./SA T. NITE 5:05 • 7:05 • 9:05 
SUNDAY NITE 5:05 AND 7:05 
SAT. AND SUN. MATINEE 2:05 P 
_from page 1 
ion by the Illinois Board of 
cation.  
E has decided to im1fose 
e c o l l e g e  a d m i s s i o n  
ts beginning in 1990. 
that decision allows each 
to admit those students who 
f1Jleet the new requirements 
lly. " 
has raised its admission 
nts for - 1988 ,  and Edgar 
rice president of academic 
told the council that the 
would begin admitting 
on a " provisional" basis that 
asked the CAA to recom­
eral of its members to serve 
ittee, along with a group of 
tors , that will determine 
provisions will eventually 
are a whole range of dif­
ibilities as to what we might 
with," Schick said·. 
ative might be to require 
admitted provisionally to 
those general education 
ts Eastern now has . 
EE 
ELLS 
Y JOHN'S 
MET SUBS BRING 'EM TO YA., 
5·1075 
RSEBACK 
RIDI NG 
CORRAL . 
Open : Fri . ,  Sat. ,  
Sun. and Mon . 
9 am to Dusk 
Moon l ight  r ides 
vai lable i ncludes 
inside fire . . . 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
1 O weeks Til l  : 
Spring Break: : 
HAPE I 
. L. Krackers 
Instructor: 
Cindy Harris 
M-Thurs 
4 : 00 and 5 : .1 5 
Sunday 4 : 00 
1 6  per month 
0 per semester 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
tarts Jan . 1 3th : 
ALL 58 1 -5655 ! ••••••••••••••••••• 
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Bl ack 
Tower 
S A L E  PRICES 
EFFECTIVE 
. FRIOAY-SATUROAY 
& SUNDAY 
LIEBFRAUMILCH 
and 
La ncer's 
ROSE' 
750 ML 
299 
Wa l ker�s 
CAN A D I A N  
and 
Wa l ker' s 
TEN H IGH 
750 ML 449 
Liquore 
AMARETTO 
750 ML 
399 
Shranks "" ··· · ····�'" 
SCH N A PPS I Schranks 
Root Beer . 
Watermelon SCHUR PPS 
Grapefruit  
Peach 
750 Ml  
- _ . .. 
r , .,. �> 
Ga I I  o <j.'\."�� 
T A BLE Cl 
Aristocra t 
G IN & 
VODKA 
• . I 
WIN ES 
1 . 5 L i te r  
249 
1 . 7 5  L i t e r  
Mai i b u  
and 
Baca rdi 
RUM 
750 ML 
Ka h l ua 
COFFEE LIQUEUR 
750 ML 
.• 99 
J&B 
SCOTCH 
750 ML 
899 
E&J 
.BRANDY 
750 ML 529 
Smi rnoff 
VODK A 
750 Ml 
499 
J99 NORDIK WOLF 
L IGHT f:�:O�tl 
· 6 PACK , 399 
NR'S 
ICE COLD 
Old Sty l e  
EVERYDAY LOW PRICES ON LONG NECKS , 
FULL CASE · 24 BOTTLES 
-t=J> Bud & Bud Light 
/ ·· Miller Mil ler Lite I 0 1 9  ' Coors & Coors Lite 
I 
. '« Stroh's Pounder 1 1 99 
Busch 959 
Old Style 799 
Old Mil 649 
Hamms 599 
Blatz 499 
Red, White & Blue 479 
O
Seagrnm'sR ��'O 
OOLE ,.,.,\) 
299 4 PACK 
( 
Fri day ' s  
SA January t 0, t 986 Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely et 581 ·281 2. A corr 
wlll 1ppeer In the next edition. Unless notified 
cannot be responsible for en Incorrect 1d after Its 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
-ottlclal Notices Official Notices are paid for through the Office of University Relations. Questions concerning ·should be directed to that office. 
Writing Competency 
Ex1mln1tl9n 
Undergraduates: To satisfy 
graduation requirements for 
the Bachelor's degree at 
Eastern I l l inois University, you 
must pass the Writing Com­
petency Examination. Register 
to take this examination after 
you have completed sixty 
sem ester hours (j u n i o r  
standing) a n d  have credit for 
both English 1 00 1  and 1 00 2 .  
Register in person from 8 :00 
to 1 1  :30 and 1 : 00 to 4 : 00 at 
Testing Services, 208 Student 
Services Building; bring your 
EIU ID and $ 5 . 00 for the fee. 
The f i rst of the two 
examinations scheduled this 
semester will be given on 6 
Marc h .  The regi strat ion 
deadline is 20 February and 
that also is the last day that you 
may cancel your registration 
and have your fee refunded. 
(Register early to be assured 
of obtaining one of the 544 
seats available.)  
Passing the Writing Com­
petency Examination is a 
graduation requirement as 
stated on page 40 of the 
1 98 1 -82 catalog , page 43 of 
the 1 983-84 catalog, and 
page 45 of the 1 985-86 
catalog. 
H . C .  Bartling, Dir.  
Testing Services 
Testing Services 
Schedule of Local 
Examinations 
Spring 1 986 
CONSTITUTION 
Date: Feb. 6 *-Registration 
Deadline: Jan . 30 
Date: Mar. 1 3-Registration 
Deadline: Mar. 6 
Date: Apr. 1 7-Registration 
Deadline: Apr. 1 O 
. 0730-0930 
1 000-1 200 
1 300-1 500 
1 530-1 730 
1 900-21 00 
Monday 
May s 
T- 1 400 
M- 1 400 
Arranged 
T- 1 300 
Make-up or 
Arranged 
T- 1 200 
T- 1 230 
M- 1 900 
$ 2 .  00 fee for retake only. 
• Afternoon an d even i n g  
testing.  
HEAL TH COMPETENCY 
Date: Apr. 1 -Registration 
Deadl i n e :  Mar.  2 1 -Fee: 
$ 2 . 00 
Writing Competency 
Date: Mar. 6-Registration 
Deadline: Feb. 20 
Date: Apr.  1 5-Registration 
Deadline: Apr. 1 
Fee for Writing Competency is 
$5.00. 
Bring your EIU ID and fee to 
208 Student Services Building 
to register for an exam . , 
H . C .  Bartling, Dir. 
Testing Services 
Spring Refund 
Deedllnes 
The last day to cancel Spring 
classes and receive a full 
. refund was Friday, January 3. 
The last day to withdraw from 
Spring classes and receive a 
partial refund (all fees except 
insurance) is Wednesday, 
January 2 2 ,  3 : 00 p . m .  
The last day t o  WITHDRAW 
FROM THE U N IVERSITY and 
receive & 50% refund is 
Wednesday, February 5, 1 · 00 
p . m . ;  50% of all fees and 
tu i t ion paid-except i n ­
surance-will b e  refunded. 
Michael Taylor, Dir. 
Registration 
Spring Dependent 
Insurance 
Students who have our 
S t u d e n t  A c c i d e n t  a n d  
Siclsness Insurance for spring 
semester and who desire to 
purchase Spring semester 
coverage for their dependent 
should obtain an application 
from Student Health Insurance 
Section, Student Services 
Building, East Wing,  and make 
payment prior to 3 : 30 p . m. 
January 2 2 ,  1 985 at the 
Cashier 's  Office in  the 
Busin ess Offic e . Cost for 
Spri n g  Semester 1 9 8 6  
dependent coverage is: 
Spouse-$45. 00 
EACH Child-$36 . 00 
Please note : Even though 
you have purchased spouse 
and/or dependent insurance 
coverag e ,  spouse and 
dependents are not entitled to 
use the Pharmacy or Health 
Services with' the purchase of 
this insurance. 
Joyce Cinq-Mars 
Insurance Clerk 
l nterdlsclpllnary Minor 
In Bus. Ad. 
At the beginning of Fall 
Semester, 1 986,  all students 
interested in pursuing an In­
terd i s c i p l i nary M i n o r  in 
Business Administration must 
make application at the College 
of Business Office of Un­
d ergraduate Studies in 
Business, Blair Hall 1 0 1 .  
· Ted lvarie 
Dean 
Pert-time Heelth 
Spring Semester students 
who are registered for 9, 1 0 , 
1 1  hours as resident student 
may purchase Student Ac· 
. cident & Sickness �nsurance 
for the semester by obtaining 
an application from Student 
Health Insurance , Student 
SeNices East Wing, and 
making payment prior to 3 : 30 
p.m .  January 2 2 ,  1 986 at the 
Cashier's Window in the 
B u s i n ess Office. Those 
students who had· the in­
surance fall semester and wish 
continuous coverage 
·
should 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Spring Semester 1 986 
Tuesday 
May & 
T-0900 
T-0930 
M - 1 600 
Makeup or 
M-0800 
T- 1 1 00 
T- 1 900 
Wednesday 
May 7 
M - 1 000 
M- 1 500 
Arranged 
T- 1 500 ,T- 1 530 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-0900 
W- 1 900 
Thursday Friday 
May a May 9 
T-0800 M- 1 1 00 
T- 1 600 
Make-up or T- 1 000 
Arranged 
Makeup 
M- 1 200 or 
Arranged 
M- 1 300 
R- 1 900 
1 . Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week 
irrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations of multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour of the 
multiple-hour block. 
3. A M·,T·,W·, or R· prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday Tuesday, 
Wednesday, or Thursday. For instance, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time for the final 
examination in a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Monday, R- 1 900 is 
for a class having its· first class hour meeting of the week at 1 900 on Thursday, etc. 
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup or Arranged" are to be 
used only in cases where: 
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns 
established herein. 
b. The meeting of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR. "  
c. The student presents an approved examination change request. 
5. Final examinations for one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the in­
. structor and, if given , should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the term. 
6. Final examinations in courses riumbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion of the 
instructor and,  if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns establ ished herein .  
7 .  Final examinations are to b e  given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the 
provisions of #5 and/or #6 above or by departmental recommendation to, and approved by, the 
Council on Academic Affairs. 
8 .  Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written approval 
of the Dean, Student Academic Services. 
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written ap­
proval of the department chairperson and Dean of the School or College according to guidelines 
established by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
make payment before January 
7, 1 986. 
Joyce Cinq-Mars 
Insurance Clerk 
Student Insura nce 
Refund 
Students who can provide 
evidence of having · health · 
insurance equal or better than 
the EIU Student Sickness and 
Accident  I n s u rance may 
request a "Petition for In­
surance Refund" form from 
Student Health Insurance 
Student Services East Wing. 
January 2 2 ,  1 985 is the last 
date these petitions Will be 
accepted for Spring Semester 
1 985.  
Joyce Cinq-Mars 
Insurance Clerk 
Grade Change 
Appeals 
Appeals to change assigned 
grades must be initiated by the 
students through the ap:­
propriate instructors within four 
weeks after the start of the 
grading period fol lowing the 
one for which the contested 
grades . are recorded. The 
deadline for Fall Semester 
1 985 grade change appeals is 
Wedn esday , February 5 ,  
1 986.  
James Martin 
Registrar 
Application for 
Graduation 
A p p l ications and reap­
plication for graduation for 
Spring Semester 1 986 must 
be accomplished no later than 
the deadline of 4 : 30 p.m .  on 
Friday, January 1 7 , 1 986.  The 
necessary forms are available 
in Records Office. 
James Martin 
Registrar 
Full-Time Student 
Academically 
In order to be considered a 
full-time student academically a 
student must carry at least 1 2 
semester hours each semester 
and at least 6 semester hours 
during a summer term. For any 
number of semester hours less 
than 1 2 during a semester and 
6 during a summer term a 
student is considered a part­
time student academically. 
This is the rule by which 
Records Office certif ies 
students as full-time to such 
agencies as Social Security, 
Good Student Discount, etc . If 
you have questions con­
cerning any of this, please 
contact Records Office. 
James Martin 
Registrar 
Student Information 
Changes 
When changes occur, errors 
are detected, or information is 
missing in the foHowing basic 
student information items, 
please report them to the 
offices indicated: 
Housing Office-local and/or 
home address and telephone 
number; 
Student Academic Ser-
v ices-residency status ,  
degree, major, advisor; 
Records Offi ce-social 
secur i ty n u m b e r ,  nam e ,  
classification , marital status, or 
any other changes or additions 
not covered above. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Serv. 
Constitution Examination 
The Constitution Examination 
will be given in the afternoon 
and evening on Thursday, 6 
February 1 986 in the Grand 
Bal lroom. Register in person at 
Testing Services, 208 Student 
Services Building; bring your 
EIU ID and ,  if you are retaking 
the exam , $ 2 . 00 for the fee. 
The registration deadline for 
this exam is- Thursday, 30 
January. 
' 
If you fail this examination , 
you may repeat it as many 
times as necessary to pass. 
However, this is the last time 
the examination will be offered 
this semester. 
H . C .  Bartling, Dir. 
Testing Services 
Credit/No Credit, 
Audit Deedllnes 
The deadline for requesting a 
class be Credit/No Credit 
grading status is Friday, 
January 1 0-TODAY- at 4:30 
p .m.  
The deadline for requesting a 
class be Audit drading staus is 
Wednesday, January 1 5 , 4 :30 
p . m .  
A student must b e  enrolled in  
·a class before requesting 
either Credit/No Credit or Audit 
grading status. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Dir . ,  Registration 
Adds 
The deadline for adding a 
Spri n g  class is January 
1 0-TODAY. Add classes in 
the Union Ballroom between 
1 : 00 and 3:30 p . m .  
Michael D. Taylor 
Dir. , Registration 
Senior Placement 
Registration 
Anyone who expects to 
finish the requirements for a 
degree by the end of the 
Summer Term , 1 986, who has 
not registered for placement 
should attend one of the 
meetings l isted below: 
Any Degree Without 
Teacher Certification 
Monday, January 1 3-4 : 00 
p.m.-Charleston/Mattoon R­
oom , University Union 
Tuesday, January 1 4-3 :00 
p . m.-Charleston/Mattoon R·  
oom ,  University Union 
W e d n e s d a y ,  J a n u a r y  
1 5 - 2 : 0 0 p .m .- A r -
cola/Tuscola Room , University 
Union 
Any Degree With 
Teacher Certification 
Tuesday, January 1 4-9 : 00 
a. m.-Arcola/Tuscola Room , 
U n i v e r s i t y  U n i o n  
W e d n e s d a y ,  J a n u a r y  
1 5 - 3 : 0 0  p .m . - A r -
cola/Tuscola Room , University 
Union 
F r i d a y , J a n u a r y  
3 1 - N o o n - A r c o la/Tuscola 
Room, University Union 
If placement registration Is 
delayed one year beyond 
graduation, a fee of $25.00 Is 
charged to register for 
placement. 
James Knott, Dir. 
Career Planning & Placement 
C t r 
Jewish Vocational 
Scholarship 
The Office of Financial Aid 
h a s  r e c e i v e d  a n  a n ­
nouncement of scholarship 
grants from the J ewish 
Vocational Service. Information 
concerning the eligibil ity for 
applying for such scholarships 
is available in the Office of 
Financial Aid, Upper Level of 
Student Services Building. 
Deadline for submission of 
application is March 1 , 1 986 . 
John Flynn 
Director 
Resume Writing & 
Interviewing Seminars 
Resume Writing Semi 
Resume writing seminars 
be held in the Casey R 
the University Union. 
Thursday, January 1 6-3 
p.m .  
Frid.ay, January 
p.m .  
W e d n e s d a y , 
2 2-4 : 00 p.m. 
Thursday, January 23-1 
p . m .  
Friday, January 24-
lntervlewlng Seminars 
Interviewing seminars wl 
held in the Casey 
U niversity Union. 
Friday, January 1 7-N 
W e d n e s d ay., J a n u  
29-3 :00 p.m .  
Thursday, January 3 
p.m .  
James Knott, 
Career Planning & Plac 
c t 
Campus Interviews 
January 2 1 -Profess· 
Softward lncorp.;  Mara 
Co. 
January 
Co. 
.January 
Co. 
January 2 9-0sco Drug 
• February 4-State Farm 
Co.-Corp. Hdqtrs. 
Feb ruary 5-:-Contin 
Telephone Co.; Walgreen 
. February 6-McOo 
Douglas Automation Co. 
February 7-A.C .  Niel 
James Knott, 
Career Planning & Plac 
C t r 
Study of Mentel 
Retardation Scholars 
The President's Com 
on Mental Retardation · 
fering a $5000 sch 
(paid in equal installments 
a period of three se 
equivalents) for adv 
study in the field of 
Retardation. Seniors, gr 
students, and graduates 
following programs: Edu 
Social Science, M 
Nursing,  Biological 
Psychology and 
Therapy are encoura 
apply. Stipulations of 
s c h o l a r s h i p s  are :  
Documented 3.0 GPA, 
Must be able to docum 
economic need, (3) M 
able to document a sig 
amount of volunteer 
with mentally retarded 
sons,- (4) Must be a c· 
the United States, (5) 
provide evidence of 
moral character, (6) A 
into a graduate prog 
(7) A letter of r 
mendations from the 
Your College. Applic 
not be considered 
February 1 , 1 986 . 
plications are available 
Office of Financial Aid. 
Jo 
Requests to 
Withhold lnforme 
Students wishing to 
requests to withhold 
directory information 
Educational Rights and 
Act of 1 97 4, should 
University Relations o 
Main 1 1 1 ,  58 1 -26 1 8  
notice is aimed at new, 
semester students. 
Daniel Thornb 
University R 
Frida'y ' s  
Classified ads 
1 / 1 6 
For Rent 
____ 1 / 1 0 
women. 1 4 1 5  
house from 
3845 .  $ 1 00 
Included. 
----:-,------1 /1 0 refrigerators 
. Phone 348· 
,_ ___ 1 /00 
ti For Rent 
LARGE T H R E E  ROOM 
F U RNISHED APARTMENT, 
MEN. Available Immediately. 
345·4846 . 
________ ·;._1 /2 1 
S U M M E R  A N D  F A L L  
APARTMENTS AVAI LABLE 
NOW. Several good locations. 
Phone 345· 7 7  46.  
________ 1 /00 
· 2 Bedroom Apartment. Also 
rooms for men. Close to 
Cam p u s .  R ENTAL S E R ­
VICES-345-3 1 00. 
________ 1 / 1 0  
Summer and fal l ,  2 bedroom 
furnished. Heritage Woods 
location . Wi l l  be newly 
redecorated ;  4 people.  Year 
lease. 348-7746.  
________ 1 /00 
Subleter needed. House at 
4th and Harrison. Call 345-
5 2 2 5 .  
________ 1 /9 
Apartment for Rent. Deposit , 
no pets. Phone 345-9606. 
________ 1 / 1 4  
Apartment for two. Quiet, 
furnished, females preferred. 
Close to campus. 1 542 4th St. 
345- 1 685.  
---,----,-- -----1 / 1 4 One bedroom trailer with 
cable,  water, and garbage 
i n c l u d e d . $ 1  6 0 .  month . 
Contact Mickey Bickers at 
31, 5  4508 . 
________ 1 / 1 4  
Two bedroom furnished 
house, $200. month plus 
utilities. No pets. First and last 
month's rent . plus $ 1 00. 
security deposit. 345-7 4 7 1  . 
________ 1 / 1 0  
One bedroom mobile home 
partially furnished . Water, 
garbage cable TV included in 
rent. $ 1 60/month. 345-4508 . 
________ 1 / 1 0  
Room w/ kitchen privileges 
for 1 or 2 Non-Smoking 
Females. Near South campus. 
$ 1 60 Mo. Util ities included . 
345-3 7 7 1 . 
________ 1 / 1 0  
M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
WANTED Two months rent 
FREE. Close to Campus.  Own 
Room. Call Mark 345- 1 3 2 7 .  
________ 1 / 1 3 
DESPERATELY SEEKING 
S U B - LEASE R .  F U R NISHED 
HOUSE W/ FULL LIVNG 
R O O M , D I N I N G  R O O M ,  
KITCHEN A N D  BATH . - NICE 
L O C A T I O N  A N D  
REASONABLE RENT. CALL 
JEANINE AFTER 3p.m. 345-
5 1 64.  
________ 1 / 1 3  
Need to sublease nice 
Lincolnwood Apt. $ 1 50.  mo. ,  
own room , low uti l i t ies.  
Available Now! Call 345-2520 
ask for De . 
________ 1 / 1 5  
S u b l easer n e e d e d  for 
summer '86.  Very nice one­
bedroom apt . on Buchanan . 
Call Laura 345· 7 3 7 9 .  
________ 1 / 1 6  
FURNISHED HOUSE TWO 
S E P A R ATE B E D R O O M S ,  
TWO MALE ROOMMATES 
REQU ESTED ,  C LOSE TO 
CAMPUS,  $ 1 40 per person 
per month. RON TARVIN 2 1 7· 
345-3 1 00 ,  TOM MALAY 2 1 7 -
348-8 7 2 9 .  
________ 1 /24 
Sign 
Now!  
Phone 345-9 1 0 5  
Office hrs . M-F 9-5 Sat .  1 0-4 
For Rent �� .. -----�F_o_r_S�a-le 
1 & 2 BOA APTS. 348· ' PET RABBIT. Glossy black 
8428. 5-month female French Lop. 
Cage,  feeder included . $25 or 
best offer. Call 345-6228 
Friday 6-9p. m . , Saturday 9- 1 1 
a. m .  
1 / 1 0  
��---����f<_>_r _Sa_l_e 
Oak microwave stand for 
sale $ 7 5 .00,  will negotiate. 1 9  
inch curtis mathis T.V. 2 years 
left on warranty. Sest offer. 
348-8 1 44 .  Is moving and 
needs to sell . 
________ 1 / 1 5  
Moving:  4 winter coats and 
:loths for sale .  Call 348-8 1 44.  
________ 1 / 1 5 
Marantz Gold 1 00 watt 
stereo system . Receiver, T 
table, Speakers $450 ; Jensen 
car AM, FM cassette, auto 
reverse, Dolby $ 1 2 5 ;  Lane 
cedar chest $250. Call 234-
7536. 
________ 1 / 1 3  
Clean 1 97 7  Toyota Celica, 
Air AM/FM Cassette, good 
shape, good tires $ 1 ,350.00.  
Call 348- 1 505, evenings 348-
1 390. 
________ 1 / 1 4  
Doonesbury 
________ 1 / 1 0  
For Sale:  N ikko receiver 30 
watts per channel, Sanyo 
RD22 Tape deck, and a 
Caustic ei iqualizer 1 O band 
per channel for $250. Call 
345· 7 296 and ask for John . 
--------· 1 / 1 0  
0 ii Lost/Found 
Lost: BLACK CARDIGAN 
SWEATER BEFORE BREAK . 
CALL 345-2663. 
________ 1 / 1 3  
Brian Kil ian-Pick u p  your 
picture holder at the Daily 
Eastern News. 
________ 1 / 1 3  
Jolyon Dous Webb, pick up 
your l . D .  at the Daily Eastern 
News. 
________ 1 / 1 4 
BLOOM COUNTY 
'rVIJ CllN RfilA X ... l'Vf . 
FOIJN/l II 51JKG€0N WHOU 
/11111<€ YlV fl NEW NOS€ 
WfTH SKIN Pll!NFIJUY 
STl?lf�fl FlfOM 
fl PONO!?. 
I 
M;xlt\ �UtS 
C hanel le's Dai ly 
M/llPH.­
SNolff 
HM .. MMPll ? 
Find 
the best bargains. • 
Report errors .............., et 111·2112. A correct 9d 
wlll eppeer In the Mxt edition. Uni... notified, we 
cennot be rnponalbl• for en Incorrect ed elter Its first 
Insertion. l>Mdllnit_ 2 p.m. prftloua dey. 
9A 
0 ii 
Lost: set of keys on Grey "I"  
keychain before break. Call 
Chris 345-9469 . 
________ 1 / 1 0  
LOST: Calico Cat,  Grey & 
White, near E . L  Krackers. If 
seen please call 348· 7 51 8 .  
________1 / 1 3  
Lost· set of keys at Union , in 
the add, drop room. Had two 
'<eys and tree keychains. 
________1 / 1 5· 
<} A nnouncr m r nt � 
A m e r i c a n  M a r k e t i n g  
Assosciation , is holding a 
membership drive from Jan 8· 
1 4 , in the U n ion walkway. 
From 9 : 00 a . m .  · 3 : 00 p . m .  Be 
a part of E I U ' s  largest 
organization on campus! Ail 
majors are welcome.  
________ 1 / 1 4 
Welcome back E . 1 . U .  
Students! Take advantage of 
our holiday rates at the 
European Tan Spa. 345-9 1 1 1 .  . 1 / 1 5 
ALPHA PHIS: WELCOME 
BACK! HOPE EVERYONE 
HAD A MERRY CHRISTMAS & 
HAPPY NEW YEAR. GOOD 
LUCK THIS S E M E STE R ! 
LOVE, JAIRON. 
1 / 1 0 
Stephanie Hil l , One full year , 
truly the best year of my life. 
Happy Anniversary. I Love 
You , Mick! Love Jay. 
1 / 1 0  
T A R A  K I N D I G :  
Cong ratu lat ions!  That's a 
beautiful rock on your finger . 
Wishing you and John the 
best . Love Tammi.  
____ ___ , i 1 0 
CHICAGO BEARS Black·N · 
Blues Brothers Posters for 
sale.  $ 2 . 0 0 .  Call 579 1 
1 1 1 3  
H E.Y TAU S !  WELC O M E  
BACK! GET PSYCHED F O R  A 
GREAT SEMESTER ' ! !  
1 1 1 0  
LISA DALL· We hope our 
dream g i rl has the best 
semester ever. 
_  . __ 1 / 1 0 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
by Berke Breathed 
.--------------------
WHM? WHO'S 1H€ 
NOW YOll GllYS JllY 
W€7i'e" &OIN' TO fl 
''5KfN Pllf?r'f," Rl&Hr _? 
I 
4:, .. 
• in The News Classifieds! 
-- 1 0A January 1 0, 1 986 
�- A nnounctmtnrs <} Announctm�nrs 
Att. Pool Tournament at the 
Panther Lounge. This Sat. at 
1 :00-Doubles 8-Bal l .  No slop, 
best 2 out of 3. All the way 
through-Sign up today at bar or 
show up Sat at 1 : 00- Poss. 
$50 . 00 for first place team . 
$5.00 entry fee per team. . 1 / 1 0  
Welcome Back BalloG>ii 
Special ! !  Assorted Balloon 
_ ________ ___,,...,.,,-.,...,..1 11 4  Bouquet only $9.95.  Noble's . EIU KARATE CLUB Now in Flower Shop. 503 Jefferson .  
the Union Gallery (under the Call 345-7007.  
To AMA members who 
joined in the fall of 84, your 
membership will exspire this 
month and we encourage all of 
you · to rejoin our organization .  
Join i n  the Union at the tables 
Jan 8- 1 4, from 9 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
Be a part of ttie largest 
organization on campus. An 
investment in your prof­
fessional future. 
Bowling alley). M, W, 3 to 5 .  1 / 1 0  
_______ 1 / 1 0  Phi Sigma Sigma: Chapter 
ALPHA PHIS! HAVE A meeting Mon . Jan. 1 3, 6:00 
TERRIFIC DAY! Coleman Lecture Hall .  
• 
Report erron lmm1lle..e, .. 111-2112. A 
wlH appeer In the next adHlon. um.a 
cannot be reaponalble for an l,.aorract ad 
lnHrtlon. Deadline 2 p.m. prelloua clay. 
<I A nnounctm tnts <l A nnouncr m�nrs  <f· A nnounct m�nts 
A D O P T I O N  W A N T E D :  KEEP ABORTION LEGAL A L P H A  S I G M A  T A U  
Loving couple, mid 30's, he, AND SAFE. Join NARAL. Free W E LCOMES EVERYONE 
MS eng./her full time Mom ,  1 referal. 345-9285. BACK TO CAMPUS! 
child 4 yrs. , will provide love, c/M, ROO 
fine education, suburban home Winters here- come to. the 
for white infant, resume THE TOODYWINKLE TRIO to 
available, confidential , medical get a tan and feel like summers 
& all expenses allowed by law back. CONVENIENTLY located 
pd. , call friend Janis (home) in the University Village 348-
collect 3 1 2/352-03 1 2 , or 58 1 2 . 
attorney A. Guzman 3 1 2/762- _______ 1 /1 0  
1 300. PLEASE. 
______ c/R, 5/ 1  
G O V E R N M E N T  J O B S . 
$ 1 6 , 040 - $59, 2 30 yr. Now 
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 
Ext . R-999 7 ,  for current 
federal list. 
_____ c/W, F2/ 1 4  
• • • 
All Business and Pre­
Business Majors spring rush 
for Delta Sigma Pi Professional 
Business Fraternity begins 
Wednesday January 1 5 , watch 
- for ad in Eastern News for 
more details. 
_______ 1 / 1 4  
• 
_______ 1 / 1 0  
JAY PAWLAK- The past year 
has been wonderful! Happy 
Anniversary. I LOVE YOU , 
Stephanie. 
_______ 1 /1 0  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA- get 
ready to get motivated Jan . 1 4  
at 6 : 30 in the Charteston­
Mattoon room of the union. 
_______1 / 1 0  
PHI SIGMA SIGMA WOULD 
LIKE TO WISH EVERYONE A 
GREAT SEME�TEA. 
• • 
T i c k l e  s o  
fancy . . .  with a n 
sent anywhere in 
Call Noble's Fl 
345-7007 . 
ALPHA PHIS 
F R A T E R N A T I E  
SORORITIES 
THIS SEMESTER! 
E V E R Y B O D Y 
O N E "! ! !  A 
WORKSHIRT! -C 
047 1 . 
TIME TO SA VE ON WORKBOOKS! ! 
" Where the 
books are" 
OR Posters ! Cards ! Dictionaries ! A H ouseful of BOOKS (classic to 
contemporary) and MUSIC (yes Maj ors ! We have a roomful waiting 
for you ! )  AND YES Microcomputer s_oftware for MGT Science 
is on the way at 
Hey Lee, Wake Up!  
Garfield wants to party 
on your 2 1  st . 
Happy Birthday, 
Blake & Kelly 
1416 6th St . Charleston 
Next to Coach Eddy's 
Breakfast Special 
Waffle Plain 
w /Free Drink 
. . . .  99¢ 
Lunch Special 
w I Any Sandwich 
get one FREE DRINK 
Sup er Special 
*Ham or Turkey 
piled high w /lettuce 
. tomato , mayo , sprouts 
and choice of cheese 
Also w I potato chips 
. . . .  $ 1 .99 
* Baked Potato 
w I cheese & bacon bits 
Now 1 .25 reg . $ 1 . 99 
Now on TAP 
Soft Serve 
Strawberry 
Sorbet 
• 
• 
• 
Mon. - Fri. 
10 - 5  
Sat. 
10 - 4  
345-6070 
• 
THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP 
Sixth & Buchanan • "One Block North of ()Id Main " 
We cover YOUR waterfront too , ACCOUNTING MAJORS ! Save l OOJi 
your FIN/ ACCT S/Gs and WORKING PAPERS ! Nikolai INTERME 
MOSICH Advanced! Curry/Horngren COST or Intro to MGT AC 
Contem Fin Mgt! PLUS The GLEIMS & CCF /West FED TAX! 
SO! COME CROSS-CAMPUS & SA VE 100/o on everthing you buy* Through Jan. 
•As always, No double discounts, no layaway/individual orders; sales extended for late arrivals . 
• 
SANDWICHES•TO•GO 
NEVEi WENT SO FAS I. 
[t:J]mJ�mJU 
FllE QUALITY SANDWICHES 
MADE TO ORDER -
HUCK 'S . COLD WEA.THER 
SPECIAL 
WE'LL BUY YOU A LARGE CUP OF 
COFFEE WHEN YOU BUY ONE OF 
OU R DELI SAN DWICHES 
OFFER GOOD THROUGH JANUARY 2 5, 1 9 8 6  
Stretch your dollar in  Th·e Dally Eastern -News 
's contract 
uestion·· as 
approaches 
, Ga. (AP)-Defensive end Richard 
y refused to discuss the possibility of 
the Super Bowl if the Chicago Bears 
that far. 
that I want to talk about, "  said 
..,m interested in now is the championship 
can't get to the Super Bowl unless you 
pionship game. " · 
up Sunday when the Bears and the Los 
clash in Chicago's  Soldier Field for the 
advances to Super Bowl XX in New 
• 26 against the winner of Sunday's  New 
· game for the AFC championship . 
k specialist, is in the third and final year 
-year contract which he has attempted 
te from the start of the season with little 
t, Everett Glenn, recently brought up the 
that Dent might not play in the Super 
contract dispute hadn�t been settled. 
not definitely close the issue one way or 
if someone else wouldn't - be crazy for 
play in the Supt.r Bowl, Dent said " I  
about that. You'd have to look a t  his 
r has been in limbo the past week . 
't talked to my agent on a regular basis , "  
" I  haven't been i n  touch with him because . 
has been ill . ' '  
• ed earlier i n  the season h e  was unable to 
the level he did last season when he led the 
a team-record 17 Yi sacks ,  tops in the 
earned him a spot in the Pro Bowl where . 
three more sacks .  
_ from page 1 2  
in the pivot and 6-4 senior Jon Collins 
man Dave Varice at forwards.  
could develop into a shootout between 
k and Collins, who scored 24 points in 
victory. 
ug Crook and sophomore Norm Evans 
the Panthers' guard slots , which have 
jor concern for Samuels .  
ve  got to get some depth at  guard , "  
'd . "We have got t o  get some other kids 
Jay Taylor has been Eastern ' s  main 
off the bench . Taylor netted seven points 
utes of playing time Wednesday . 
is on the side of Eastern which leads the 
series with Northern Iowa, 1 6- 5 .  The 
have won four straight contests from 
Iowa. 
e can be heard on a tape-delay on WLBH­
roadcast time begins at 9 :40 p . m .  
ighthawk Diner 
Open later after 
Bars . Try our 
lue plate special ! 
Friday, Janu�ry t 0, t 986 1 t A 
Red-hot lady cagers set a irri 
on SI U i n  Gateway shootout 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer 
Eastern' s  women' s  basketball team will face its 
biggest challenge of the young Gateway Con­
ference season when 7-3 Southern Illinois invades 
Lantz Gym at 7 : 30 p.m.  Saturday. 
The Panthers ,  1 0-2, and Salukis are knotted in a 
three-way conference tie with preseason­
conf erence favorite Drake. All are 2-0. 
SIU has wiped the Panthers on the gym floor in 
the last 1 5  meetings between the two ,  and Panther 
coach Bobbie Hilke sees this game as a ' 'yard­
stick" that should indicate how her unit will 
measure up in the competitive Gateway . 
"SIU is a great team with outstanding per­
sonnel . They are bigger than we are in the mid-
dle , "  Hilke said . 
· 
Eastern has a six-game winning streak and the 
Salukis will carry a five-game winning stint into 
the showdown. 
The Panthers are coming off a 70-57 road 
victory against Illil)ois-Chicago , while SIU 
overpowered conference opponent Southwest 
Missouri , 75-_33 ,  
Petra " Pistol Pete" Jackson, a 5-8 senior guard 
paves the way for the Saluki offense. 
Jackson, the No .4 scorer in the conference, has 
an 1 8 . 8  points-a-game average and 6.7 rebounds, 
a high sum for a guard . 
Jackson tanks first in the Gateway with an 83 . 8  
Wrestleman ia 
free-throw percentage and leads the team i n  steals 
and assists . 
However, it has been the outstanding play of 
sophomore forward Bridgette Bonds that has 
carried SIU during its five straight wins . . 
In her last five starts,  the 5- 1 1 Bonds has 
averaged 1 6.9 points and nine rebounds, while 
shooting 60. 8  percent from the field . 
Meanwhile, the Panthers are led by seniors 
Chris Aldridge and Melanie Hatfield . Aldridge 
sports a 1 9 . 9  points-per-game average and 6 . �  
rebounds . 
Hatfield is also ranked with Gateway leaders in 
assists (6 1 )  and steals (57) while averaging 1 5 . 3  
points a game . 
' ' I  think Melanie and Chris are playing the best 
they have ever played since coming to Eastern, "  
Hilke said . "They both want t o  have great senior 
seasons and are playing within themselves. 
' �The key will be if we can defense them properly 
and not let them control the tempo, "  Hilke said . 
All season long , Eastern' s  opponents turned the 
ball over nine times more, while the Panthers have 
recorded 80 steals . 
However, opporrents have 42 . 6-3 5 . 6  rebounding 
edge against the Panthers . 
Also, Eastern has not beaten a squad coached 
by nine-year coach Cindy Scott . Scott is a perfect 
1 1 -0 against Eastern . 
· Panthers to test perfect mark 
By JOHN STROUD 
Staff writer 
Eastern' s  wresting team will bring its 3-0 record to 
Lantz Gym this weekend to stage the first two home 
meets of the season. 
The Panthers will host Missouri at 7 p . m .' Friday 
and will take on Central Missouri at 1 :30 p . m .  
Saturday. 
Northern Illinois was · originally scheduled for 
. Friday along with Missouri , but due to a conflict they 
have been rescheduled for Tuesday. 
The grapplers are coming off a long break 
following wins over Northwest Missouri and Indiana 
State on Dec . 1 4 .  Coach Ralph McCausland believes 
the long rest may have helped his team . 
" Having a long break we are coming back with 
several positive things, "  McCausland said . "We got 
rid of some injuries . ' '  
Only three wrestlers were able to compete in the 
Midlands Tournament during Christmas break due 
to injuries and illness . 
However, McCausland is confident the team is 
ready to get back into the season and fare well 
against Missouri and Central Missouri . 
" I  think we've got a legitimate shot of doing quite 
well against them , " .  he said . "We have to have good 
matches and everyone has to be aggressive. "  
McCausland points to the 1 1 8 ,  . 1 5 8 ,  1 67 ,  1 77 and 
heavyweight classes as the strong points for Missouri . 
"This will be our first home meet of the year and I 
hope the guys will rise to the occasion in front of the 
home crowd . "  
McCausland looks fo r  Central Missouri , which 
split with Missouri, to be tough at the 1 34, 1 42,  1 50, 
177 and heavyweight classes.  
" We should have some real good match-ups in the • 
middle weights , "  he said . 
" I' m  excited and ready to get back into the season 
and I think we're ready for competition , "  Mc­
Causland added . 
Send a classif ied ad to you r  special  friend ! 
TRACK Wrestl i ng 
? : OO • FRl • N . l . U .  & U niv. of M issouri 
1 : 30 • SAT• Central M issouri State 
Lantz Gym 
1 : 30 • SAT. • ALL Comer's Meet 
Lantz Fieldhouse 
Women ' s  
Basketbal l  
7 : 30 • SATU RDAY 
SI U-Carbondale 
/ " Battle for Conference Lead" 
Lantz Gym 
I' 
� 
" 
. 
\� 
Eastern point guard Norm Evans wqrks the ball 
upcourt during Wednesday's 8 1 -66 win over Butler 
in Lantz Gym. The Panthers tip-off their 1 986 AMCU 
RICK STUCKEY I Staff Photographer 
season Saturday by traveling .  to Northern Iowa. 
Eastern holds an 8-4 overall record heading into the 
contest. 
Panthers open AMCU-8 slate 
-
with batt le at Northern Iowa 
By DAN VERDUN 
Assistant sports editor 
This weekend marks a tur_ning point for Eastern 's  
men's  basketball team 'as the Panthers open their 
1 986 Association of Mid-Continent Universities' 
schedule . 
Eastern; third-place finishers in AMCU play last 
season, will begin their drive for this year's  title with 
a 7 : 3 5  p . m .  Saturday matchup at Northern Iowa . 
" We will have our work cut out at Northern 
I owa , "  Eastern coach Rick Samuels said . 
" Northern Iowa is tough at home and should be 
sky-high opening up the conference in the (Uni­
· ) Dome , ' "  he said . 
Eastern enters the contest with an 8-4 record , while 
Northern Iowa was 4-5 heading into · a Thursday 
game with St . Francis.  
The Panthers are coming off an 8!1 -66 tuneup 
victory Wednesday over Butler. Yet, both Samuels, 
and his players. are concerned about their play. 
"We did not play real consistently as a team , "  
Samuels said of the Butler game. "Kevin (Duck­
worth) came alive in the second halfi (and) hit the 
boards ,  but he still didn't have the kind of night we 
expect him to have. "  , 
" I  kept rushing my shot and my legs felt kind of 
t ired , "  Duckworth said later . "I just couldn't  get 
into the flow of the game . "  
Duckworth shot 10-for- 1 8  from the field along 
with a pair of free throws to end the night with 22 
points . 
" He (Duckworth) missed some shots that were 
point-blank , "  Samuels said . "I think that 's  just a 
matter of concentration. ' '  
Samuels indeed has every right to b e  concerned 
with his center' s performance since Northern Iowa's 
size is expected to play a large factor in the game . 
"They will be the biggest team we will face the rest 
of the year, ' '  Samuels said . 
Northern Iowa will field a frontline of 6-8 , 220-
pound sophomore Greg McDermott at center, 6-6 
senior Nathan Harris and the AMCU' s  leading scorer 
6-3 senior Randy Kraayenbrink at forwards . 
Kraayenbrink , closing in rapidly on becoming the 
purple Panthers ' all-time scoring leader, is averaging 
22 points per game . 
. " I  believe he (Kraayenbrinkr is one, if not the 
finest, shooter in the country and should be drafted 
very high in the NBA, "  Northern Iowa coach Jim 
Berry said . ' 
The purple Panthers will also start 6- 1 sophomore 
Lamont Robinson (9. 6  points per game) and 6- 1 
freshman Nick Nurse in their guard slots . 
" Before his career is over, Nick Nurse could be the 
best point guard ever to play for Northern Iowa, "  
Berry said . 
· 
Eastern will counter with the 7-0, 280-pound 
(See PANTHERS , page 1 1 ) 
Fourth and long: 
Now is the t ime 
for Bears to prov 
'sh uffle ' no joke 
The Bears should have thought of this lo 
when they isolated themselves from the confus 
their city to hold training camp in quieter Plat 
Wis . 
That 's  when and where ·their march to gr 
and national celebracy began . A 1 5- 1  seaso 
great-for the players, media and especially th 
starved fan s .  
The buildup surrounding the near-perfect 
paign has left the Bears as even-money favorit 
wearing Super Bowl rings.  But first they've  
prove themselves an over again . 
For Chicagoans , that means approaching i 
guarded_ optimis m . _  The- fear of what mig 
happen is there . Ask any follower of Chicago s 
And speaking of fans, they have been b los 
like dandelions with each successive win . Eve 
has a ticket to the bandwagon,  all wanting a p' 
America' s  newest spectacle . 
For eigh t weeks ,  smiles have b roade 
Chicago ,  save a gloomy Monday night in the 
Bowl .  I t ' s  been two months since the Bears c · 
the NFC Central , and it ' s  been mind games fo 
- ever since . 
They've been saying that Bears don ' t  for 
Now they must keep their division crown 
choking them . · 
Last Sunday's  cremation of the Giants pro 
Bears are better physically than they 
philosophically . It was their first meaningful 
more than eight weeks: but 'it was apparen 
intensity hasn't been watered down . , 
What was surprising however, is that the 
didn't get into celebrating. 
For a team that already started its Super 
shuffle, a team that schucks and j ives in count! 
commercials,  the Bears are amazingly busin 
on Sundays. 
But afterall, this is a business,  and there's n 
better in it right now than the Bears . 
Of course, that opinion could change as 
Sunday if the Bears do what they've done on! 
this season . But don't count on it . 
The 1 5- 1  season was fun while it lasted­
playing bully with the Giants. Now there ar 
· teams left with only room for two to travel to 
Bowl XX. 
The Bears found themselves in this very p 
last year. Again , they are so close they can t 
yet only four quarters away from complete era 
a sparkling season. 
Perhaps the enormous chip the Bears carry o 
shoulder pads was implanted after their 
shat(ering loss to San Francisco a year ago. 
With that in mind , the Bears don ' t  even 
slightly excited that they'll play the Los 
Rams for the NFC Championship this S 
Instead, it ' s  one of two more blocking sleds s 
in the way of the Bears' 'mission. '  
Mission.  That's  how Bear coach Mike 
defines this 1 985 drive. All that has taken pla 
now has been mere scenery. 
For a team that has won 1 6  times in 1 7  g 
to make the Super Bowl would be a travesty. 
again , when everything boils down to 60 min 
football to that right, it' s  not always the 
that wins. 
It 's  no wonder the Bears have had their g 
on for the Rams just hours after disposin1 
overmatched Giants.  Ditka is taking no sh 
in this year's  playoffs, nor is his team. It j 
the key to mixing pleasure with business 
road. 
I 
Television-a review of the year's 
best. Page 68. 
The Weekend Supplement to The Dally Eastern News I Charleston, Ill. 61 920 I Section B, 8 Pages 
.. 
erica ' s  dieting craze leads to problems 
othing seems to' occupy more conversations, 
cially those of college-aged women; than dieting .  
ere always seems to be a new miracle diet to talk 
ut. Yet, what happens when this normal behavior 
into an obsessive concern about food and 
ht? An eating disorder may be the result . 
n Eastern's campus 10 to 15 percent of female 
ents are being treated by the Counseling Center 
ting disorders , Counseling Center Director Bud 
ders said . 
ationally ' at least 20 percent of college-aged 
en suffer from some type of emotional eating 
er . 
ders said there are two main types of these 
ers. The first disorder is called Bulimia. 
Is a psychological craving for food which results in 
trollable eating which is known as bingeing, and 
n followed by purging, he said . 
second disorder is known as Anorexia Nervosa . 
a willful starvation in the pursuit of slenderness. 
with these problems have a 
need to be thin along with an inablity to see 
themselves as anything but fat . 
Luke Burchard , a Mattoon physician who treats 
area women with such problems,  said , "They have 
perceptual problems and disturbed body images that 
make them see fat when they are dangerously thin . "  
What would cause a young woman t o  develop such 
a distorted and suicidal pattern? 
"They suffer from a deep-seated psychological and 
emotional problems, "  Burchard said . "They have the 
problem for years and a set of complex conditions br­
ings it out in this behavior . "  
Sanders said there are several reasons for develop­
ing an eating disorder. 
"Society's image of what the perfect woman should 
be is a big part of it. A woman , supposedly , can 
neither be too rich or too thin , "  he said . 
Sanders said that another reason college-aged 
women get involved is "to avoid becoming a sexual 
person by being in the body of a little girl . "  
Both Sanders and Burchard agree that someone 
with this problem would usually develop it before com­
ing to college . But moving away from home and the 
pressures of college could add to the problem . 
Sanders and Burchard also said females are the ma­
jority who experience these disorders . Sanders said 
only two males have been treated by the Counseling 
Center in the four years that he has been dealing with 
eating disorders . 
"Males and females view things such as weight dif­
ferently , "  Sanders said . "You would never hear a marl 
say he wanted to lose 10 pounds for a wedding, but 
women say it all the time . "  · 
Most residence hall counselors viewed eating 
disorders as a small , but important problem . 
Lawson Hall counselor Lori! Steinmetz said ; "We 
have more problems with it because we are an all-girl 
dorm . "  . , 
She said that when the problem comes to her atten­
tion she suggests the. student go to the Counseling 
Center . 
"It is up to the student,"  Steinmetz said . "We can 
only force them to get help if it's a life-threatening 
situation . "  
Triad counselor Pam Parker said the reason hall 
(See AMERICA, page 68) 
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I&. . i Churches _ 
z University Baptist Church • Services will be held .at 9 : 30 a . m .  at 
i 1505 Seventh Street . 
111 First Baptist Church � 
• Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  at � 2800 University Dr. 
I: -
1- Christian Campus Fellowship' g Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  at ;! 223 1 Fo11rth Street. 
i Wesley United Methodist Church 
1- Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  a . m .  
at 2206 S .  Fourth Street. 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  at 
3 1 1  Seventh Street . 
lmmanual Lutheran Church 
Servies will be held at 8: 15 and 10:45 
a . m .  at 902 Clevelanci. 
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  
and 6 p . m .  a t  2605 University Drive . 
St. Charles Catholic Church 
Services will be held at 8 and 10 a . m .  
a t  9 2 1  Madison . 
Music 
Ted's· Warehouse 
Friday night "Bl�ck Rose" will be 
playing at Ted's ;  Saturday night , "9th 
Street" will be plavinq .  
Movies 
Young Sherlock Holmes 
Friday and Saturday night at 7 p . m .  
and 9: 15 p . m . ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 p . m . ;  Sunday through 
Thursday nights at 7 : 30 p . m .  atthe Will 
Rogers . Rated PG- 13.  
King Solomon's Mines 
Friday and Saturday night 7 : 10 p . m .  
and 9 : 10 p . m . ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee 2 p . m . ; Sunday through 
This Spring Break, if you and your friends 
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the 
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound� can 
take you there . .  For only $99 or less, round trip. 
From February 15 through April 27, all you 
do is show us your college·student I .D .  card 
when you purchase your ticket . Your ticket will 
Thursday nights at 7 : 30 at 
Rogers . Rated PG- 13.  
Spies Like Us 
Friday and Saturday night 5 : 05,  7 : 05 ,  
9 :05 ;  Saturday and Sunday matinee at 
2 : 05 p . m . ; Sunday through Thursday 
nights 5 : 05 and 7 : 05 at The Time . 
Rated PG . 
. 
A Nightmare on Elm Street 2-­
Freddy's Revenge 
Friday and Saturday night at 5 : 10, 
7 : 10,  9 : 10;  Sunday at 5 : 10 ad 7 : 10;  
Saturday and Sunday matinee at  2 
p . m .  at The Time . Rated R .  
Rocky IV 
Friday and Saturday night 5: 10,  7 :  10 
and 9 :  10,  Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 : 10 p . m . ; Sunday through 
Thursday nights at 5: 10 and 7 :  10 at the 
Cinema 3. Rated PG . 
The Jewel of the Nile 
Friday and Saturday night at 5, 7 ,  
and 9;  Saturday and Sunday matinee at 
2 p . m . ; Sunday at 5 and 7 at the 
Cinema 3 .  Rated PG . 
Black Moon Rising 
' Friday and Saturday night at 5:05, 
7 : 05 and 9 : 05 ;  Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2:05 p. m . ;  Sunday night at 
5 : 05 and 7 : 05 at the Cinema 3 .  Rated 
R .  
�----
The cover of this week's Verge portravs 
what society's obsession with wei5: · 
can do to the individual. 
s�-- ---
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lisa Albarran 
Assistant . . . . . . . . . .  Michel le Mueller 
Art di rector . - . .  · . . . . . . .  Becky Michael 
Copy desk . . . . . . . . . .  Ki rsten Mangan 
then be good for travel for 15 days from the date 
of purchase . 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less . 
For more information, call Greyhound. 
Must present a valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No other discounts •pPlY. Tickets art 
nontransferable and good for travel on Greyhound Lines, Inc . ,  and other porticipanng carriers. Certain 
restrictions apply. Offer effective 2115/86. Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. 
GO GREYHOUND ®And leave the driving to us: 
© 1986 Greyhound Lines, Inc. 1904 Broadway, 234-3333 
television show itself, the Miami Vice 
l: Is a visually-oriented mode of entertain-
dtrack and the television show go hand-in­
UI, one cannot imagine one without the 
g to Miami Vice readily conjures up images 
and Tubbs concealed under a cover of 
while cruising down the Miami strip in search 
-be vice . 
· 
undtrack radiates these and other visual pic­
m the very start with Jan Hammer's hard­
Instrumental theme . 
ugh short in terms of song length , the · 
Miami Vice Theme" certainly isn't short on 
quality. 
opener is also the perfect table-setter for the 
cut, "Smuggler's Blues" by Glenn Frey . 
fast-paced tune- which was the basis of an 
co-starring Frey- is the tale of drug smugglers 
It through Miami so it can be sold in L . A ,' '  
, which features Eagles-style guitar work, at­
offer an explanation by the drug smugglers 
y choose their risky style of living . 
e lure of easy money, it's got a very strong ap-
rey sings in one line . 
keep moving right along on the following 
Khan's "Own the Night . "  
song glides along b y  offering the senses of the 
venture and glamour associated with the 
nightlife . 
3 1  
Visual aids impact Vice album .... ., CD < CD 
.a 
Things settle down quite a bit with the soothing 
"You Belong to the City , "  Frey's second offering and 
best cut on the soundtrack. 
"You Belong to the City''. leads off with a steamy 
saxophone Introduction that's soon joined by heady 
CD 
-t 
::r 
CD 
0 
!. 
-< 
m drum beat . :; 
The cut soon blends into one of the album's most � 
visual tunes . Even before the song's video came out, � 
the listener could easily picture Don Johnson walking i 
down a steamy Miami street chain·-smoking drags off a � . ., cigarette . . a 
The album's first side closes with Phil Collins' "In the � 
Air Tonight . "  Although now five years old , the song � 
fits well with the visual image of "Miami Vice's" MTV � 
I» cops . .< 
Side two leads off with the now-familiar "Miami c 
Vice" theme, followed by jumpy "Vice" by' Grand- � 
master Melle Mel . g 
"Vice/' a rap-oriented cut, gives the Grandmaster's 
impressions of prostitution ("nothing she wouldn't do 
for a $1 or two") , cocaine ("it snows all day for $60 a 
gram") and other assorted vices. 
Following atong the dance-oriented line ,  Tina 
Turner's smash "Better Be Good to Me" follows . 
· Hammer takes center stage for album's final three 
cuts , all instrumentals . 
The first such cut titled "Flashback" provides a 
reflective atmosphere with the subtle , yet strong in­
strumental mix of electronics , piano and percussion . 
Hammer's next cut "Chase" re-sets the mood back 
to hard-driving "adventurous imagery" of vice work . 
The cut is highlighted by some strong drum work . 
The LP's closer "Evan" speaks powerfully via heavy 
synthesizer instrumentation that makes this the 
album's finest cut musically. 
The Miami Vice Soundtrack illustrates the commer­
cial visual imagery that rock music has taken on in re­
cent years, largely due to the impact of videos . 
Students expose flaws jn dieting practices 
e American obsession with thinness is not 
as perfect as the figure or body one strives to 
e .  
e "downfall" most often consumed by college 
nts , if not often thought of as a weakness 
use it is not actually a "food , "  is alcohol . 
My greatest dieting weakness is 
going out and drinking beer which 
turns into a double jeopardy 
because then you get the munchies 
Junior Theresa Gluszczyk said fast foods broke 
her dieting, especially Hardees . 
Junior Carolyn Riter said "junk food , like chips 
and dip , "  do her dieting intentions in.  
Senior Kelly Plotts said her dieting shortcoming is 
"starches- potatoes, pasta , all that stuff . "  
But the downfall that beat everything else in 
popularity was good old chocolate . 
shman Tim Delisle said his dieting weakness 
Ing out and drinking beer , "  which turns into a 
ble jeopardy because "then you get the mun­
and eat pizza . "  
and eat pizza. · 
..:.... Tim Delisle 
Freshman 
· Junior Connie Bloom and graduate student 
Carol Manhart both agree that they fall for 
�hocolate . 
Freshman Lori Lesniak knew exactly what par­
ticular kind of chocola�e persuades her to fall : nior Karen Kucera said alcohol is- also her 
ness , "mostly beer . "  
was another popular downfall among 
em students . 
"Stuff with sugar , "  senior Dana Fazio said of her 
downfall ,  "especially cookies . "  
"Swensens' chocolate malted milkball sundaes . "  
But senior Rae Ruff - included everything 
chocolate as her weakness . 
phomore Michele Bridges said his biggest 
fall was "ordering pi:zZa because of food ser-
Freshman Susie Petefish said "sweets , especially 
chocolate , "  were her greatest downfall . For a unique approach ,  though , freshman Chris 
Sheldon said her greatest weakness is "macaroni 
'ind cheese . "  " 
Junk and fast foods also proved to be a dieting 
failing among students . 
FREE 
SPINAL EVALUATION *  
1 .  Headaches. d i z z iness. b l u rred v i s ion?  
z .  Neck p a i n .  t ight  m u s c les .  � IJ <1 \ 1 m l  
l. Shoulder or a r m  p.1 1 n .  n u m bnt·s� i n  h a n d s ?  
Diff icul t  brea t h i ng .  a bdom i n a l  p.1 1 n !  
5 .  Lower bat· k  p a i n .  h i p  or l e g  pa i n '  
•Free examination i11cludt'.$ case hlltory, COMUltation with doctM, free 
contour analy.ri.' posture .�cun ,  and 10 orthopedlclneurologkal t�. Not 
lnclud1·d are x-ray.,, treatmf'llt ,  and clinical laboratory tt$tl. If iRdkated, 
these are rwrmally•:m>aed by most ln.rurance policies. WHY FREE? To malce 
It easy fur you to find out ,  without obligation, If your ptoblem might be helped 
by chiropradic rare. 
. Most insurance accepted. 
DR. M.L. GANDOLFI 
C H I ROPRACTIC P HYSICIAN 
1 41 9  MONROE, CHARLESTON, I L  
Ca l l  345-4065 For Appoi ntments 
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<ZI� s5 41 lJ� 4.,<l) . • � SPAGH ETTl-2-U 
It's a 
% Gallon · Sp�ghetti 
with parmesan cheese 
1 6'' Garlic Loaf 
Al l for under s s .41 , How much under? 
ss.40 Del ivered 
The New . 
�lte !talian mnltr:r �1 . 
348-7777 - 345-7777 
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i Balatlced diet with calorie 
i count is best idea for diet · 
I: ' ·  
! By MICHELLE MURlER 
.:J Activities editor 
� After all the holiday dinners and � Christmas candy, going on a diet is a 
:;. part of many peoples' New Year's 
; resolutions. 
� There are hundreds of diets . Some :: claim large weight losses in a short 
:;. period of time . But the only safe, effec-
tive diet is "a balanced diefwith a calorie 
count," Health Service Director Jerry 
Heath said . 
Cutting down 3 , 500 calories results in 
a loss of one.pound, he said . Dieters are 
generally advised to cut down caloric in­
take by 500 calories a day In order to 
lose one pound, Heath said . 
�Otw�n 
------=�----- -
Weekend Bands ! 
Friday: -
. LUGAR 
Saturday: 
· The System 
Shop 
the Classifieds ! 
. 
A common dieting myth, he said, is 
the idea that calories eaten in the morn­
ing will be worked off during the day 
while calories eaten in the evening will 
turn to fat . 
"It's a total per day . People fool 
themselves . They th.ink they can eat a 
lot at one time of the day and get away 
with it,"  Heath said . 
Before deciding how many calories a 
day are needed , a dieter should con­
sider his or her lifestyle . 
"It depends on their activity . People 
put on weight because of their seden­
tary habits,�' Heath said . 
But he cautioned , " 1 , 000 a day is 
about the minimum for anybody . "  
VISIT 
PARIS 
WITH PEPE .IRI 
e1.45 &MY JOHN'S· 
545·1075 
[JuniOr Concept] 
OFF 
Winter Sale! ! . . 
Choose from our entire 
Stock of Winter 
• Dresses 
• Sweaters 
• Tops 
No Layaways! 
No Refunds! 
No Exchanges! 
All Sales 
Are Final!! 
Use Your 
• Slacks 
• Skirts 
• Novelty 
Jackets 
Junior 
Concept 
West Park · Plaza 
- EJ MM* --:C-
Any Large Pizza 
(Quart of Coke Free) 
._ • • • • • • • • • • •• ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • u • • •  
A NEW PLACE 
TO FAY YOUR PHONE BILL 
The Illinois Consolidated 
Telephone Company Office 
in Thomas Hall has moved to the 
Consolidated Communication Center 
The last day of business at Thomas Hall was Dec . 20 
There will still be a drop off box at the 
Cashier's Stand - Student Union 
and 
805 7th Street 
This move has been made as the first step in updatin 
the billing procedure for student accounts .  New bills 
will include a computer payment card and it will b 
important the entire bill be paid at the same time t 
avoid confusion . 
The Consolidated Communication Cente 
is located at 638 W. Lincoln (next t 
Baskin Robbins in the West Park Plaza) . 
Store hours : S · a .m. - 6 p .m. Mon. - Fri . 
9 a.m. - 5 p .m� Sat . 
Telephone number for questions · 
regarding EIU student billing 
345-9971 
llinois Consolidated 
Telephone Company 
• 
r1es 
Meat loaf 
11 oz. -420 calories 
TIE NIGHT 
R A  TIE AND GET IN FREE 
8100-9100 
For i Drinks t i l l  9:00 (Tonight 6 Sat.) 
• Rum & Coke - · 
"TH E N IG HT SPOT" 
1 405 4th St. 348-838 7 
Lake Land Extension Courses 
at C harleston High School 
Alexander, Coordinator ( 2 1 7-345-38 1 8)  
Reg istration : Beginn ing Jan . 1 3  
at first class meeting in  assigned room 
TYPE CR DAYS TIME BLDG/RM INSTRUCTOR COST 
LT 3 .0 M 7 :00-9:45 PM CS 301 PEARY M NC 
LT/LB 4 .0 M 6 :00· 1 Q:30 PM CS .208 ADKINS J 1 1 7 .00 
LT 3 . 0 M 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 308 HENCKEN M 85.50 
Lr 3 . 0 M 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 308 STAFF 85.50 
LT 4 . 0 T 6 : 30- 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 304 JOHNSON W 1 1 4 .00 
LT/LB 3.0 W 6:30· 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 306 GREGG C 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 R 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 306 WANSERSKI L 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 W 6:30-9: 1 5 PM CS 305 MAZIARZ M 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 W 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 304 BRODERICK J 8 5 . 50 
LT 3 . 0 M 6:30-9: 1 5 PM CS 408 WISEMAN N 85.5!> 
LT 1 . 0 M  6 : 00-6 : 50 PM CS 303 PEARY M NC 
LT 2 . 0 T 6 : 00-7:40 PM CS 303 OGLETREE A 57.00 
LT 3 . 0 W 6:30-9: 1 5 PM CS 305 SCHAFFER J 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 M 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 304 CONNER C 85.50 
LT 3.0 W 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 307 CLARK D 85.50 
LT 3.0 M 6:30-9: 1 5  PM CS 305 BIRCH P 85.50 
LT 2.0 M 6:30· 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 3 1 2 MILLER C 57.00 
LT 1 . 0 R  6 : 30·8: 1 0 PM CS 3 1 2  MILLER C 28.50 
LT 3.0 T 6 : 30·9: 1 5 PM - CS 305 BOROUGHS C 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 W 6:30·9: 1 5 PM CS 305 SVENDSEN E 85.50_ 
LT 3 . 0 M 6 : 30·9: 1 5 PM CS 308 WALKER G 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 T 6 : 30-9: 1 5 PM CS 308 FOREMAN T 85.50 
LT 3 . 0  M 6 : �0-9: 1 5  PM CS 1 0 1  FOREMAN T 85. 50. 
LT 3.0 R 8:30·9: 1 5 PM CS 1 0 1  ALEXANDER J 85.50 
LT 3 . 0 W 6:30·9: 1 5 PM CS 305 SCHAFFER J 85.50 
LT 3.0 T 6:30·9: 1 5 PM CS 301 HOLLADA B 85.50 
LT 2 . 0 R 6 : 30· 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 3 1 0  MILLER C 66.00 
LT 2 . 0 R 6:30· 1 0: 1 0 PM CS 3 1 0  MILLER C 66.00 
Ajddy suodno> JilljlO ON 
9R6 � 'Ol: 'Ul!r saJ!dX] 
Editor's note: Calorie counts are approximate 
Actual calonc content varies according to recir>e 
French Fries 
17 plecea- 145 calories 
SIGN U P  FOR CAMPUS INTERVIEW 
(Further Information Avai lable in the Placement Center) 
First day for schedul ing appointments is two weeks prior 
to the organ ization 's  interview date 
January 2 1  - PROFESSIONAL'S SOFTWARE INCORP . 
(Com p .  Mgmt.  or Com p .  Math - Location : Effingham) 
January 2 1 · - MARATHON OIL CO. ( Acctg - 2. 8 GPA - Citizenship Req . )  
January 2 2 - .MARATHON OIL CO. 
(Data Processing - Location : Findlay ,  OH - Citizenship Req . )  
January 2 3  - MARATHON OI L C O .  ( M ktg . Rep. -:- Citizenship Req . 
Location : Indianapolis,  Champaign ,  Columbus or Detroit) 
January 29 - OSCO DRUG 
(Mgmt.  Trainee-Any major with a defin ite interest in  retail-Location : U�A) 
February 4 - STATE FARM INS.  CO. - CORP.  HDQTRS. 
( Data Processing - Accounting) 
February 5 - CONTINENTAL TELEPHONE CO. 
( M ktg . or Mgmt. Majors) 
February 5 - WALGREEN CO. 
(Computer �cience - Accounting - Mgmt. Trainee : 
Bus. Major Pref but would consider Any Major) 
February 6 - MCDONNELL DOUGLAS AUTOMATION CO. 
(Computer Science - Permanent Residence Req . )  
February 7- - A.C.  NIELSEN (Mktg . Research Field Rep. Trainee : 
Mgmt. , Mktg . or Lib. Arts Majors --: Metropolitan areas in U . S . )  
February 1 1  - DANNERS 
(Mgmt. Trainee: Any Major interested in Retail Mgmt. 
Location : tL, IN & Ml - Citizenship Req . )  
February 1 8  - I LLINOIS FARM BUREAU 
(Computer Mgmt. - GPA 3 . 0  - Location : Bloomington - Citizenship Req . )  
February 1 9  - ILLINOIS CONSOLIDATED TELEPHONE CO. 
February 1 9 - U .S.  NAVY 
(Math ...:.... Physics - Chemistry - Engineering - Location: Orlando, FL, 
Washington, DC & various along east & west coast - Citizenship Req . )  
February 1 9  - NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE (Sales) 
February 25 - MCC POWERS-
( Ind.  Tech . - Location : St. Louis area or any state) 
February 2 7  - ARCHER DANIEL MIDLAND (Accounting) 
CAREER SEMINARS 
January 28 - OSCO Drug - 8 p . m .  - Union Shelbyville Room 
February 4 - WALGREEN CO. - 8 p . m .  - Union Arcola-Tuscola Room 
Feb. 1 8  - NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE-7 p . m .-Union Casey Rm 
ILLINOIS COLLEGIATE JOB FAIR 
February 28 - College of DuPage - Glen El lyn , IL  
REGISTER FOR PLACEMENT SERVICES 
- - . 
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·19s5 T. V. stations spotlight various prob le society faces , but little focus on soluti 
JI 
>: By JUDY WBDMAN -3 Television critic 
;f 1985 was a 'special' year . 
i At least twice . a month the american public was z taught how to deal with a problem and 'shattered • · spirits. '  
1t The types of problems included such subjects as '! teenage suicide , Alzheimer's disease , and the 'right to 
=ii kill . '  
'; O n  Sunday , February 1 0 ,  ABC tried t o  solve the 
� puzzle 1of teenage suicide . 
g In the movie · "Surviving, "  Molly Ringwald (The � Breakfast Club) , and Zach Galligan (Gremlins) , por­:: tray two high school students who are in love but have 
� been separated from each other by their parents . 
Zach is the perfect son and will make great college 
material at an Ivy League school , while Molly is in­
secure and needs Zach's love and protection to make 
everything all right . 
The two kids are sick of being separated so they sit 
in Zach's parent's car (the engine is running) with the 
garage door shut and die of carbon monoxide poison­
ing . 
All of this takes place during the first half of the 
movie .. 
In the end the parents realize that they should have 
been more aware of their children's feelings and that 
they should have listened more . .  
ABC didn't quite solve the puzzle but they did put 
some key pieces into place . 
CBS tried to explain Alzheimer's disease on May 21 
with "Do You Remember Love , "  a story about a col­
lege English professor and author who has the disease 
and how she comes to terms with it . 
According to University of Michigan's Research 
News, Alzheimer's is an irreversible degenerative 
disorder in which the brain slowly 'forgets' to do per­
form of its functions. 
Joanne Woodward plays the professor who starts 
out leading a normal life . Ten minutes into the movie 
she starts to become forgetful . 
Her husband ,  played by Richard Kiley, notices the 
change in her and persuades her to see a doctor . 
The doctor diagnosed her as having Alzheimer's 
and informed her that her condition would get worse . 
About half way through the movie , Woodward's 
memory reached the point where she had to post signs 
everywhere describing what different objects were . 
Her husband couldn't handle the changes so he went 
to a support group for spouses with the disease . 
She was also up for a literary award concerning her 
second book which was published right before her il­
lness began . 
The couple finally got a grasp on what was happen­
ing to them when they realized that they are both get­
ting older . 
In the end , she received the award and gave an ac­
ceptance speech reminding the people there that even 
if your memory isn't perfect that it is still capable of 
remembering love . 
ABC counteracted this tear jerker on Wednesday , 
May 22 with a controversial special on 'Right to Kill , '  a 
true story about a son's solution to an abusive father. 
Fredric (One From the Heart) Forrest played the 
father , a self-centered military officer who strived for 
perfection allowing no room for human error . 
Every time someone either forgot to empty the trash 
or accidently spilleq a glass of milk , the father would 
literally 'knock some sense into them' leaving both 
physical and psychological scars . 
About half way through the movie one figh 
son got too loud and the neighbors called the 
When the police examined his son , C 
(First Born) Collet , they saw the bruises but 
and his sister wouldn't tell the truth for fear 
would be terrorized even mor'e by the father . 
The police ended. the matter by send! 
worker to the house and the father did a 'sn 
her , painting the picture of a dutiful father. 
One night the father starts beating up 
because she spilled a glass of milk while f· 
on their anniversary . 
Right after the fight he said he was sorry 
her out to dinner hoping that it would make 
all right . . 
At this point the son had had enough of 
and plotted with his sister , Justin (Fa 
Bateman , on how to end it . 
They armed themselves with guns 
father's collection and the son opened 
father froin the garage when the father got 
car to open up the garage door . 
The father died and the kids ran away to 
house where they were picked up Jater that 
A few weeks later the brother and sister 
· and the mother was comatose . She coul 
what happened . 
The son was charged with voluntary m 
while the ddughter was charged as an acco 
In the final scene ,  the two kids were stan 
driveway with the mother when she fl 
down and admitted the truth . 
In 1985 the specials on television spotlig 
problems in society . Maybe in 1986 they c 
solutions . 
America 's_. ---------,-- -------
counselors refer eating disorder victims to the 
Counseling Center- is because they are not specifically 
trained in eating disorders . 
The Counseling Center has a 60 to 70 percent rate 
of progress . 
said . 
"We want them to know that thin isn't 
to their problems , and that their perso 
determined by a number on a scale . "  Andrews Hall counselor Barbara Busch ·said she has 
had many encounters with . residents with eating 
dliiorders . 
"This is a good rate , "  Sanders said . "The problem is 
relatively new and we can't really tell if they ·are actual­
ly cured . "  Sanders said the Counseling Center only 
tip of the iceberg and that resources 
"Several years ag� one of our RA's had a disorder 
and had to withdraw from school and become in­
stitutionalized , "  Busch said . "The girl fit into the 
The treatment is both individual and group therapy, 
which both Sanders and Burchard believe is the best 
methpd . 
everyone . "  
Waiting lists for group therapy are establ" 
stereotype of a high achiever . "  
· 
"The whole treatment is a supportive , learning pro­
cess to get them to see their problem exists , "  Burchard 
with counselor Gene Lenihan's 
healthy e ating each semester . 
Next to �991P 5 1 406 6th St . 
Coach Eddy's  fJ!lll•·ia.. i.itoiluita. rou..., ... na01 345-44 1 8  
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS SALE! 
-School List- Notebooks . . .  
• single subject . . . . . . . .  49c 200Jo off all 
•3 subject . . . . . . . . . . .  79C -Posters-
•5 subj ect . . . . . . . . .  $1 .89 ,r� -BackPacks-
•Filler paper . . . . . . .  $1 .29 ( � Stock up 
•Typing p
_
aper . . . . . • $1,98 ·ii;- .) AT Reggie• ' Also pencils , pens , Hi Liters · : 
-R���ies also carries Fish Nets-
J>lzzct SJ>�Clctl!  
r - - - - - - - - - coupon - - - - - - - - - - . 
I I g $1 .00 off Large Pizza � � New Item! - Pineapple � 
u (great with ham) o ' � : good Sun-Thurs . Exp. 1 1 /24/86 j 
- - - - - - - - - - - cou pon 1 - - - --- - - - -
Just bring in 
this coupon! 
J4�-J4()() 
The Passport 
Collection . . . 
for the journey ahead 
Designed for today's  fashion conscious woman , the Herff 
Jones'  Passport Collection offers the ultimate in 
contemporary styling . 
The variety of choices available , allows you to select a 
style which expresses your personality today and for 
�any years to come . 
Sa le ends Fr iday 
�  
· Catal ina 
Intrigue 
P e r s u a s i o n  
• . --- -
M irage 
Un iversity Un ion Lobby 
E n c ore 
E l egance 
S PEC IAL CO U PO N! 
Receive A Free 4pt. Diamo 
With A Herff Jones Settin 
Herff Jones College Rings 
38-Nightline 
• 
1 2: 50 a.m. 
5-Night Tracks Continues 
1 :00 a.m. 
2 , 3-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
2:00 a.m. 
9-Comedy Break 
2:30 a.m. 
9-INN News 
2:50 a.m. 
5-Night Tracks Continues 
3:00 a.m. 
9-Movie:  "Gunfight at 
Comanche Creek." ( 1 964) 
Audie Murphy, '  1 87 5  
detective, goes after a 
notorious outlaw gang. Good 
action yam . 
Saturday 
7:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Gimme a Break! 
3, 1 0-Airwolf 
9-Movie: "Change of Habit. " 
( 1 969) Elvis Presley has a 
dramatic role as a hip doctor 
working with three nuns to 
help urban ghetto dwellers. 
1 2-Avengers 
1 7  , 38-Hollywood's Private 
Home Movies 
7:05 p.m. 
5· -NBA Basketball · 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Facts of Life 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Golden Girls 
3, 1 0-Movie: "Stark" is a 
hard-boiled Kansas cop 
whose search for his sister in 
Las Vegas leads to the mob 
and murder. 
1 2-Movie : "The Clock. " 
( 1 945) A tender love story of 
a GI and a girl in New York, 
l imited by his 48-hour leave. 
1 7 ,38-Lady Blue 
8:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-2 2 7  
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Hunter 
9-News 
1 7 ,38-Love Boat 
9:20 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
9:30 p.m. 
9-News 
1 2-Moviemakers 
9:50 p.m. 
5-Night Track Chartbusters 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie:  "Hereos."  ( 1 977)  
Henry Winkler portrays a 
troubled Vietnam veteran who 
falls in love with an eccentric 
soul mate en route from New 
York to California. 
9:-Lifestyles of the Rich and 
Famous 
1 0 , 1 7-Dick Clark's Nitetime 
1 2-David Susskind 
1 0:.50 p.m. 
5-Night Tracks · 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
38-Movie: "A Little Sex. "  
( 1 982) Tim Matheson a s  a 
TV-commercial director 
honestly trying to remain 
faithful to his wife. 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Police Stol')( 
1 0-Music City U .S .A.  
1 ?-Entertainment This Week 
Midnight 
2-Charlie's Angels 
1 5-Puttin' on the Hits 
1 2:30 a.m. 
9-ln Search Of. . .  
1 5-Tales From the Darkside 
1 7-ln Focus 
1 2:50 a.m. 
5-Night Tracks Continues 
1 :00 a.m. 
2-News 
9-Tales From the Darkside 
38-News 
1 :1 5  a.m. 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 :20 a.m. 
5-Night Tracks Continues 
1 :30 a.m. 
9-FTV 
2:00 a.m. 
9-INN News 
Su nday 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Punky Brewster 
3, 1 Q-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
1 7 ,38-Ripley's Believe It or 
Not 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
6:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Silver Spoons 
9-American Black 
Achievement Awards 
7:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Amazing Stories 
3, 1 0-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movie: "Gunman's Walk. "  
( 1 958) A clash i n  per: 
sonalities leads to violence for 
a rancher and his two sons. 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
1 7 ,38-Movie: Sean Connery 
plays James Bond in 
"Diamonds Are Forever, "  a 
1 97 1  thriller that takes 007 
from Amsterdam to Las Vegas 
in search of stolen gems. 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Movie: " Fatal Vision. "  
3-Movie: "Rockabye. "  
( 1 986) Valerie Bertinelli plays 
a distraught mother who 
enlists the help of a tabloid 
reporter to comb New York 
City for her son ,  abdueted by 
a black-market baby ring. 
9-Fish · 
1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
38-Movie: Clint Eastwood 
directed and stars in "The 
Gauntlet ,"  a 1 97 7  action yarn 
about a disreputable cop 
escorting a trial witness from 
Los Angeles to Phoenix. Ariz. 
8:30 p.m. 
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
9-News 
1 2-All Creatures Great and 
Small 
9:05 p.m. _ 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwell 
9:50 p.m. 
1 2-Prairie Pathways 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
1 2-Yes, Minister 
38-American Black 
Achievement Awards 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0 , 1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Black Sheep Squadron 
3, 1 0-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
Roses - Roses - Roses 
Bud Vase 3 Long stem Red Roses $1 1 .50 del . 
� Doz. Long stem Red Roses Boxed $1 8.00 del .  
1 Doz. Long stem Red Roses Boxed $26.00 del .  
ants $1 . 50-$10.00 Visa & Master 
Baskets $3 .50 I 8 .50 Charge Accepted 
1 oth The Greenhouse 34�·1 057 
Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Old playing 
card 
I Greek 
porticoes 
11 Soft-shell 
clam : Abbr. 
14 0verhead 
15 Legume· 
ll Court 
1 7 Nuts 
20 Tinseltown 
hopefuls 
21 Cads 
22 Implants 
23 Show contempt 
25 French 
physicist : 1775-
1836 I 
28 Right of 
inheritance 
31 Terrible 
32 Loamy deposit 
33 Spanish queen 
before Sophia 
34 Nuts 
38 Festival : 
Comb. form 
39 Elijah, to 
Greeks 
40 Precious 
metals 
41 No longer 
fresh ; drab 
43 Core, in 
Coventry 
45 Doctor's 
orders 
46 - Lisa 
47 Silly 
49 Sled dog 
53 Nuts 
56 Furrow 
57 An explqsive, 
for short 
58 Golf hazards 
59 They loop the 
Loop 
60 Guide 
61 Common or 
horse follower 
DOWN 
1 Bills 
2 Support 
sedition 
3 Catholic 
tribunal 
4 Supervisor 
5 Bank worker 
6 Young oysters 
7 Beer barrels 
8 - Glory 
9 Hardwood 
lO Walrus 
11 "- Tree " 
Mercer-M�n­
cini song : 1965 
1 2  What an 800 
number lacks 
13 Flagmaker 
18 Midi resort 
19 Rhea's most 
powerful child 
23 Nourishes 
24 Speech defect 
25 Second U . S .  
President 
21 Hebrew 
prophet 
27 Bards 
28 Chinese 
province 
29 Secret 
30 0utmoded 
·32 Beds for Leo 
and Smokey 
35 Lois Lane et al.  
31 -- gin 
See page 1 OA for answers 
37 Musical 
direction 
42 Elegant 
43 Weather word 
44 Passes a law 
46 Landed estate · 
47 Israeli seaport 
48 Vintner 
Masson 
49 Sea, to Seneca 
50 - .Bator, 
Mongolia 
51 Bugle call 
52 Start of N . C . 's 
motto 
54 Repartee 
adept 
55 Sault -. -
Marie 
Let SIRIUS Fitness help you keep those . 
New Year resolutions and beat those Winter blahs! ! ' 
We now offer . . .  
• Morning and evening aerobics classes • 
• Weight train ing with free weights • 
and isolation equ ipment, Experienced trainers , 
• Ju ice Bar , and Body Fat Analysis • 
• Shower and Locker faci l ities • -
• Wolff Tanning Couch , Soothing Hot Tub • 
• Ujena Swim wear • 
WE HA VE IT ALL! ! ! ' 
7 1  8 Jackson • 345- 1 544 
- U nl im ited Aerobics and Weight train ing $20°0 per month or sao Spring Semester 
' 
l 
1 0  Tann ing Sessions s32°0 , 
Starting. Jan . 1 3 - Sirius Fitness wi l l  be offering Aerobics . 
� classes at . . . 
Mon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4: 1 5  . . . . .  5 : 15 . . . . . . . . .  . 
Tues . . . . . 6 : 00 a . m  . . . . . . . . . . . 5 :  15 . . . . _ . . 7 : 00 
Wed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 :  1 5 . . . . .  5 :  1 5 . . . . . . . . .  . 
Thurs . . . .  6 :00 a . m  . . . . . . . . . . . o :  15 . . . . . . 7 :00 
Fr i  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 : 15 . . . . . . . . . . 
Sat . . . . . . . . . . . � . . . 10 :00 a . m  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
Twice weekly s 1 5°0 per month · 
U nl imited s20°0 per month 
__ Now to May 3 1  ·-� . sao�0 
ANXIOUS EATING - WHAT TO DO? 
An open forum on anorexia and bulimia . 
Learn how to help yourself or someone you care about . 
Dr . Genie Lenihan 
Dr . Bill Kirk 
Wednesday , January 15 
7 : 00-9 : 00 p . m .  
Rathskeller Balcony - Union 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
Shop The News Classifieds ! 
: 
: 
SB 
i 
.. 
0 
.. 
i Twig has appetite of 'Fridg 
· c:  
.. 
� I i ' By JIM ALLEN 
z City editor ; ! I am 22 years old and I have an j ' eating .disorder. 
methods are unappetizing .  Weight Wat­
chers. Anorexia . Bulimia . Speeders. 
Seven , 14, 2 1  and 28-day diets . AIDS 
Diet plans. (Now there's an attractive 
name . )  ,... '  I disturb friends and family with it , but � I feel no remorse . 
.! Yes, I have the appetite of the !:: "Fridge,"  but not quite his stopping 
& . power. In fact, the Fridge has twice my � weight. 
.! But why, I don't know . I am at a loss 
1- for words to explain the weight loss 
trend that's consumed the nation . 
Diets have always been a mystery to 
me . I have a t9ugh time understanding 
why they exist and what they're for . So­
meone told me they help you reduce 
weight. But as one relative of mine told 
me , she's lost 1 ,200 lbs. over the course 
of 20 years but gained back some 1 ,220 
more . . 
It just doesn't sound right to try to 
hold back our appetites.  And all the 
But this is hardly a revelation that 
ca.me to me this week . Realization of my 
eating disorder hit me in high school. 
Back then , I ·sat at a table of football 
players and wrestlers. But the wrestlers 
in particular were always pertux:bed with 
my behavior . Wrestlers have that frame 
of mind where a coach can say, "Lose 
23 pounds. By Friday ."  
And they just nod In  agreement . 
By Wednesday they became 
distraught seeing my tray of two en­
tr�es, three cups of vegetables, three 
milks, apple and cherry pie and two 
cookies. 
By Friday- the day of · their 
meets-they made me move to another 
table . 
Eastern I l l inois �niver.sity . Karate School 
. wi l l  open its doors Spri ng Semester 
· 
beginning January 1 4, 1 986 
* Program developed and taught by 
EIU Physical Education Department 
* 4 Blackbelt i ntsructors q ualified 
. i n  8 different styles of Karate 
at each class 
* Beginner, Intermediate, and Advanced Classes 
* Students advance as rapidly as 
their own ability allows 
(No "time-in-rank " waiting period) 
* less expensive-. 
No hidden costs 
No long-term contracts 
No testing o.r promotion fees 
No requirement to have a Karate uniform 
* 'Three tuition pavment options 
1 )  Month\v $25 (4 mo.: Jan.-Mav) . . . . . .  $1 oo.oo 
2 )  P h a s e  , .  tJ a n . 1 4 - M a r . 6 )  
Phase \\ (Mar. 1 1 -Mav 1 )  ($45 ea.) . . . .  $90.00 
3) Semester (Jan. 1 4-Mav 1) . . . . . . . . . . . $80.00 
C lasses meet at 7:1 .5 p� on Tues. & Thurs. 
in Buzzard La� School-Gym on the EIU' cam pus : 
· Contact the Eastern Illi nois University 
· Office of Continuing Education 
Phone 581 -51 1 5  
· 
It didn't stop , though, at the high 
school lunch table . The hours with my 
mother in my doctor's office are still 
fresh memories. (I could never become 
accustomed to being 90 percent naked 
in front of both of them . )  
Sitting i n  that antiseptic atmosphere , 
my doctor was forever reassuring my 
mother that I had one of those kinds of 
metabolisms.  And when I hit 20 or so, 
he said , "it" would all catch up to me . I 
just sat there and shivered and blushed .  
But 2 3  is nearly here, and "it" has yet 
to blow open my midsection . My ap­
petite is still voracious and I still hover 
around a comfy 150. · 
So, do I eat less now? Hell , no. A Big 
Mac and Large Fries don't cut it . Try ad­
ding a Quarter Pounder, doubling the 
fries and throwing in a chocolate shake. 
But junk food isn't my forte . I may 
not break scales, but I can break out . 
So, bring on those foods that even the 
starving Afric�s turn away. 
any taste will do. Spin 
cranberries, red meat, asp 
.Italian , French , Chine 
Greek-it's all lip-smack! 
licking, appetizing and deligh 
And fat free. . 
There was an exception . 
it vichyssoise and I recall that 
posed to be impressed. The 
was "cold , potato" so 
"Viscious soup" was more 
skip that one and serve me fr! 
with a tasty sauce . I won't 
still won't gain weight 
Sorry. 
But while the rest of the 
away at things, counts calorl 
lobsters without the butter sa 
be sitting at the next table . La 
Unless "it" catches up with 
check comes. 
THI BEST IURGD AND BEST PR 
THIS SIDI OF HOME! 
What's as special tasting as a Dairy Queen· treat? \he 
"homestyle" Double Burger tr om Dairy Queen . 
It's a whole one third pound of pure beet that 
looks . cooks and tastes homemade . 
And now you get all that hearty. homestyle 
taste tor just 99¢ : 
Bite into our thick . juicy Double. Burger 
We think you'l l  agree. it' s the best 
burger this side of home! 
Try one soon at a participating Dairy Queen · l.,.41 
Brazier · .stor� near you . U1 aj 
WE TREAT YOU llGHT'� 
AM 0 .0 .  Corp . / 1 984 
20 State St . 10:30 am - 9:30 pm 
